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Rushing to
report to
jail tonight

4111•1111P

By AMY WILSON
Statt Writer
...1201100
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HAMMING IT UP: Tollie Gilliam, Mike Farmer, John Hart and Bill Gage operated their ham radios Saturday and Sunday during the American Radio Relay League contest and marathon. Operators around the country practiced emergency sat-up and operations during the 24-hour
event.

Lawyer pursues driver's license case
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
His client may have regained
her driver's license, but attorney
Randy Hutchens is fighting to
ensure that the "no pass, no
drive" law will not put other
teens in similar situations.
"My understanding is my client
qualified to get her license back,
but the case didn't die because of
that," Hutchens said. "That is
why we made it a class action
lawsuit."
Hutchens became involved
with the "no pass, no drive" law
in February after filing a lawsuit
on behalf of a Calloway County
High School student who had lost
her license as a result of not pass-

ing at least four courses.
KRS 159.051 requires that any
16- or 17-year-old student who
becomes academically deficient
or who is deficient in attendance
shall be reported to the state's
Transportation Cabinet for driver's license revocation.
Academically deficient is
defined as not receiving a passing
grade in at least four courses
taken in the preceding semester.
The attendance portion focuses
on students who have dropped
out of school or who have nine
unexcused absences for the preceding semester.
The lawsuit was filed against
the Calloway County School
Board, the Kentucky Department

Shootout set
on concealed
weapons bill
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Supporters of a proposal to legalize
concealed weapons say Kentuckians need the right to "discreet" self-protection. Opponents
have dubbed the plan a "gunslinger bill."
Terminology aside, Kentucky
is rapidly becoming an island in a
sea of states that allow their Citizens to carry concealed weapons.
And an organized move is afoot
to have. Kentucky go with the
flow.
"It's a fact that the gun owners
are finally standing up and
demanding the tools necessary to
protect themselves," said Donald
Haubner, a Covington sleepresearch specialist and chairman
of KC3 — the Kentucky C'oaliUOn to Carry Concealed.
"And that's all the concealed
weapons ..permit is." he said
•

"It's a tool."
Forty-one states already allow
some form of concealed weapons
permit, including all of Kentucky's neighbors but Illinois and
Ohio. State law-enforcement representatives say this is one trend
Kentucky should not follow.
"We believe basically that
peace officers are the only people
who need to carry guns," said
Larry Gaines, executive director
of the Kentucky Association of
Chiefs of Police. "I think the
whole thing just increases the
level of dangerousneu and potential for harm."
Kentuckians already have the
right in most situations to openly
carry arms. So concealed weapons measures have been systematically blocked or shot down
in the General Assembly over the
last decade or so.
.,••••••••••0011..

of Transportation and the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
"1 am seeking to add the Kentucky Department of Education
and the State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education,"
Hutchens said.
Although the law was passed
in 1990, it only affects students
enrolled in schools with an alternative education program. Both
the Murray and Calloway County
school systems implemented
programs in August 1994.
According to the Transportation Cabinet, 100 school districts
in 75 counties have adopted the
plan. Since the plan's implementation, 12,695 students across the
state have lost their licenses.

Licenses were reinstated in 8,409
cases.
"This is a class action lawsuit
for all students who are or will be
affected by the law," Hutchens
said. -There will be a new bunch
of- kids affected, those who
turned 16 and have grade problems or those who are 16 and
dropped out."
The next step in the process is
to advertise the class and begin
the deposition and discovery process. Hutchens said he has
received several phone calls from
parents across the state.
"It will take time, hut that is
not uncommon," Hutchens said.
UM See Page 2

Former Calloway Counts Clerk
Teresa Rushing will begin her
two-year prison sentence Monday
esening in Graves ('ount)
"She will report to our jail and
then we will transport her to
Graves County." said Calksway
County Jailer Pat Paschall. "She
is expected there at 6 p.m Initial reports had indicated
that Rushing might be placed at
the Marshall ('ounty Jail, but
Paschall said when he spoke to
the taller there, he was told it was
full.
Rushing's attorney. Robert ()
Miller. said he does not plan to
file an appeal because "it is really
hard to file one when you hese
plead guilt)." He had 10 days
after her sentencing hearing to
appeal the decision.
Miller had asked the Judge to
recommend probation rather than
imprisonment.
-The judge said if I were not
an elected official, he wouldn't
have any problems with recommending probation," Rushing
said in a Ledger interview following the hearing. "I think that
is discnmination."
According to a spokesperson in
the Department of Corrections.
Rushing will be eligible for parole in five months from the date
of her sentencing. If she had
served any urne prior to being
sentenced, that time would have
been deducted.
"She will have to serve NI percent of her umc." Miller said.
Rushing was sentenced June 14
to serve two years in prison in
response to a felony theft charge.

•

TERESA RUSHING
to which she entered an Alford
Plea.
An Alford Plea means she does
not admit she is guilty, hut aLk
nowledges that there is sulfiLient
es'den,e for a on I. lion
Assistant Atiorncs (.cncral
Barbara Whales. who proses utcd

the Lase. had obie,ted to the
Alford Plea
"An Alford Plea is a way to
asoid saying 'I plead guilt)
because I am guilty.'" Whaley
said in an April intersie• "It is
our general polks to want an out•
and -out plea of guilts. hut for all
legal purposes, this is no diffc
rent than a guilty plea It is %imp
ly a matter (s1 seniantas Rushing was indi.tcd last year
on one sount of theft hs failure to
make requited disposition of

property oser S100. a Class D
felon)
The state auditor's offiLe
released an audit of Rushing's
office in November 1991 alleging
that she failed to deposit more
than S:19.000 in tax rnonc to an
II See Page 2

Freedom Fest Court
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FREEDOM FEST PAGEANT: Rebecca Mire was crowned queen of the 1095 Freedom Feet Beauty Nowt at Surrey Mee Scheel
Friday night From left are second runner-up Lacey Cavitt first runner-up Twyn Hanson. queen Rebecca Hiityer, third runner-up UP* NON
and fourth runner-up Heather Wynn.
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By RICHARD CARELLI
Assoccatee Prete Wolof

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
1-5-S
Pick 4
11-8-7-3
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V. A S H1NGTON (AP)
ten E Berger. the retired
Sepreme Conn chief justice who
*rote the opinion that forced
President Niacei to release the
Watergate tapes. was a conserve
toe jurist who also won praise
from liberals
The nation's 15th chief justice.
Burger served from 1%9 to 1986.
the longest tenure this century
He died on Sunday at age r
"Justice Burger was a strong,
raisierful. visionary chief justice
who opened the down of opportunity.• • President Clinton said in
a statement issued in Little Rock,
As chief justice. he was
Ark
,oncerned with the adminictration
,•( the court. serying with enthu

Wier' You

ciasen and always making sum it
was above reproach "
"His expensive vie* of the
Constitution and his tireless SCI
vice •6111 leave a lasting imprint
on the coon and our nation "
Burger died at Sibley Memorial Hospital of congesuve bean
failure. said Tons House. spokeswoman for the court
A champion of judicial reform.
Burger retired in 1986 and
devoted full attention to his
duties as the unpaid chairman of
the Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States
Constitution
In that post, he led the national
celebrations of the Constitution's
200th anniversary in 1987 and
the Bill of Rights' 200th anniversary in 1989
Burger had performed no judicial duties since 1986 In recent
years. he suffered from recurring
pulmonary problems. He was
hospitalized several times with
pneumonia
On the bench. Burger was a
politically conservative judge
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who rattly showed sympathy fur
criminal defendants or their
asserted righu
But he also wrote numerous
opinions praised by liberals Burger spoke for the court in deci
1110AS that inaugurated basing as a
tool for the racial desegregation
of public shoots. expanded public access to the nation's courts
and enhanced wornen's protecagainst sexual
tions
discriminatbOn.
He wrote the opinion that in
1974 forced Nixon — the man
who had nominated him to the
:ourt — to surrender White
House tape recordings and papers
for use as evidence in the trial of
presidenual aides accused of covering up the Watergate scandal.
The ruling was a major factor
in Nixon's decision to resign.
Burger also wrote the landmark
1973 decision that supplied the
still-used legal definition of
obscenity.
He said matenal is obscene,
and therefore not protected by the
Constitution's free-speech guarantee, if it appeals to a morbid
interest in sex with patently
offensive depictions of sexual
conduct, and on the whole has no
serious literary, artistic, political
or scientific value.
At the Supreme Court, he was
known as a man with an eye for
detail. He chose the carpeting for
the court's public cafeteria and
much of the building's furniture.
Burger created the Institute for
Court Management and the
National Center for State Courts
and made numerous other administrative innovations. He played
a key role in bringing about technological advances and better
training for judges and lawyers.

Elizabeth Alexander,
Medicine for
infants, children & young adults
Announces the opening ofher pm-ace
Medical Arts Building
Suite 203E
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
For appointments can

502-753-9723

Recently pining the staff of Murray-faloway County
(
Hospital Dr. Alexander is concerned with the growth and
development of children and provides treatment for childhood
and young add imesses and diseases.
Dr. Alexander is a graduate of Centre Conege in Danville, Ky.
She earned her medical degree from the Cnrversity of
Louisville's School of Medicine and completed her residency at
Chili:tens' Medical Center and Paridand Hospital In Dallas.
To schedule an appointment. cal(502)7534723 or
1-800-342-M0X
Elizabeth Alexander, M.D.
In/anti • Children • Nine 4dult%
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FROM PAGE 1
"It tater more tame when you
have a iO4 of levy°, on one
side If successful in winning the
suit. Hutchens said students will
no longer be penalized for making bad grades
-We need to address the real
issues this is a monkey law and
you should't penalize the kids.."
he said
Huu:hens had originally sought
a temporary injunction to regain
his client's license, but it was
denied by Circuit Judge David

FROM PAGE 1
official account, then paid personal funds to cover the deficit.
The time period covered by the
audit was calendar year 1992 and
Jan. 1, 1993 through Aug. 31,
1993.
No irregularities were reported
following a close-out audit of her
office, which was initiated as a
result of Rushing's resignation in
April.
Rushing took office in January
1986 and was in her third term as
county clerk. She ran unopposed
on the November 1993 ballot for
her third term, which would have
lasted five years.
The felony theft charge carries
one to five years in prison and a
S1,000 to S10,000 fine, or double
the amount the accused received
from the theft, whichever is
greater.

By JIM MAHANES
Slat, Writer
Murray Police arrested Aaron
D. Perkins, 18, 415 S. 9th St.,
and charged him with trafficking
in a controlled substance, possession of drug paraphernalia and
possession of marijuana Sunday.
Officer Mark McCuiston
stopped Perkins and an unidentified 15 year old on a traffic violation and he discovered the
illegal substances. The minor was
detained on the same charges.

Beckingharn alter almost eight
hosts of testimony in mid April
Buckingham reload that the stu
dent would not suffer irreparable
injury between the time of the
hearing and the time of the trial.
which is required before a temporary injunction can be issued
However. Buckingham noted
in his three-page ruling that
"Although it may serve a useful
purpose in the education of high
may very well
school students
be another example of an unwarranted intrusion In fact...the statute may be unconstitutional

Jeffrey arraigned on
sex-related charges
By .11111 MIAHANES
Staff Writer
James Robert Jeffrey, of 63
Shady Oaks, was arraigned Friday in Calloway Circuit Court.
Jeffrey pleaded not guilty to 16
sexually-related charges, all
involving two minor girls.
Jeffrey is charged with three
counts of using a minor in a sexual performance, one count of
possession of material portraying
a sexual performance by a minor,
four counts of second degree
rape, four counts of second
degree sodomy and four counts
of first degree sodomy.
Police confiscated pictures and
other material depicting children
in sexual acts from Jeffrey's
home.
Jeffrey was first arrested and

•Weapons...
•Rushing...

Drug arrest
made Sunday

Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth St . Suite 203E
Murray. Ky 42071
5O2-753-9723
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FROM PAGE 1
But Haubner said those bills
never had the kind of organization this effort will get during the
1996 legislative session.
Haubner's group, founded late
last year, has formed alliances
with Kentuckians for the Right to
Bear Arms, the Fayette County
Second Amendment Preservation
Association, the League of Kentucky Sportsmen and the Kentucky Houndsmen's Association,
among others.
And the coalition has already
called in the big guns — the
National Rifle Association.
Lauren Rowley, the NRA's Kentucky liaison, said the 1996 measure has a better chance of passage than before because the push
is starting early.
"We're going to try to do
away with some of the opposition
before the next session," she
said.
Rowley is working with state
Rep. Robert Damron, a Nicholasville Democrat who has drafted a
bill that would require concealedweapons permits to be issued if
the applicant fits specific criteria.
She said 26 states have such
"liberal" concealed weapons
laws.
But the opposition has also
attracted some prominent national
help.
Gwen Fitzgerald, a spokeswoman for Handgun Control Inc. in
Washington, D.C., said Kentuckians will hear the other side to
the argument that allowing concealed weapons makes people
safer.
"Missouri and Illinois and
about four others, we've been
able to stop this legislation," she
said. "They realize that their

charged with one count of second
degree rape June 2. While incarcerated at the Marshall County
Jail, he was served with the additional 15 charges June 14.
The charges date back to May
12, 1992, when one of the girls
was under the age of 12, and
extend over a three-year period to
May 12, 1995.
Both girls were under the age
of 14 when the alleged incidents
took place.
Steve West, Jeffrey's court
appointed attorney, told the court
he will file a motion for discovery which Judge David Buckingham ordered the state to have
turned over by Aug. 4.
Jeffrey will remain in custody
in Marshall County until his pretrial hearing Aug. 11 at 1:30 p.m.
at the Miller Courthouse Annex.

argument kind of falls flat."
Both sides look to Florida,
which passed a similar law in
1986, for evidence to support
their contentions.
The NRA notes that while violent crime rates increased 22.3
percent nationally between 1987
and 1993, Florida's rate rose only
17.7 percent. But Handgun Control cites FBI statistics that show
Florida's violent crime rate of
1,206 per 100,000 population was
still the highest in the nation.
A University of Maryland
study released earlier this year
claimed that while total homicides decreased in several large
Florida cities during the period,
gun homicides increased. The
NRA counters that none of the
handgun homicides documented
were committed by carry license
holders.
Kentucky's violent crime rate
— including homicides, rapes,
aggravated assaults and robberies
— was 462.7 per 100,000 in
1993, according to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports. Firearms
were involved in about 25 percent of those crimes, including 66
percent of the homicides, according to Kentucky State Police
statistics.
Although Kentucky's crime
rate is in the middle — 21stlowest in the nation last year —
violence has become a hot issue.
But the police say having the
general populace secretly arm
itself will only make their jobs
tougher.
Trooper Montle Dixon, a state
police spokesman in Frankfort,
said officers who see a concealed
weapon now know that it is illegal and can act accordingly.

F
New Commerce Centre Hours
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
8:30-11:00 a.m. Saturday

The Commerce Centre is the home of:
* Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
* Economic Development Corporation
* Murray Tourism Commission
Please call us at 753-5171 or 759-2199 with any
event you are hosting that you would like to
have listed in our bi-monthly calendar of events!
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Soybean prices will
depend on weather

Unexpected downpours
yield benefits in garden
I am always thankful for rain that
The
comes jug when I need
recent thunderstorms have watered
my garden for me. The plants in my
border, having had their -leaves
washed and their roots nourished by
rainwater, seem to have recovered
from die effects of the heat. The soil
has softened so that weeds pull out
easily.
But the downpours have had
another unexpected benefit. They
gave me a chance to appreciate my
garden. I am a dedicated gardener,
but even I am not going to risk
getting struck by lightning for the
chance to pull a few weeds. And,as
much as I don't really mind getting
dirt on me,1 can't see getting outand
working in the garden when the soil
is so wet that the trenches around
my perennial beds have filled with
water and turned into miniature
MOMS.

So after a rain, I get out and look
at my perennial borders. I have time
to appreciate the way the pure white
of the false dragonhcad complements the intense raspberry color of
the monarda "Raspberry Wine." I
also can really look at and give
myself credit for all the weeding I
have done recently. There's a lot of
clear ground around my perennials,
and I can once again distinguish the
gentle curves of the beds from the
lawn. I ignore the places where
weeds still threaten although I may
pull a weed here and there as I take
my tour.
I also notice what needs to be
staked. Half of the blooms of my

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Pease
yellow knipholia have flopped over
on to the walk. The wild monarda
has been smashed so flat that its pale
lavender blossoms are hardly visThe coneflowcrs came
ible.
through the rough weather just fine
and are a spectacular glowing pink.
And a daylily that I have been
waiting for opened up today for the
first time this season. Daylily
"Catherine Woodbury" is a beautiful soft pink with a bright green
throat whose color is perfectly set
off by the blue-green foliage of the
baptisia planted behind it. However,the daylily and the coneflowcr
are not a spectacular combination
color-wise, but its too late in the
season to do anything about it, so I
decide not to look at them together.
Why spend a lot of time focusing on
what I don't like if I can't change it
right now? It's best to enjoy the
individual merits of each of the
flowers rather than making myself
unhappy over the fact that they were
unfortunately Owned next to each
other and clash. I can always move
one of ttiem in the fall. But for now,
I'll watch yellow swallowtail butterflies drink nectar from the coneflowers,and watch the daylily unfurl
petals.

Troy Geurtn represented Calloway County at the recent Insdluta tor Future
Agricultural Leaders In Bowling Green. Here, Western Kentucky University
Department of Agriculture Head Dr. Luther Hughes (left) and Kentucky Farm
Bureau President William R. Sprague (right) presented a certificate to the
student for attending IFAL.

Geurin represents county
at agricultural institute •
Troy Gcurin, the son of Jimmy
and Vicky Geurm of Murray, was
one of 39 students that attended the
Institute for Future Agricultural
Leaders(IFAL), held on the Western Kentucky University Campus in
Bowling Green, June 18-22. The
event was sponsored by the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation and
the WKU Department of Agriculture.
The main purposes of the IFAL
were to develop leadership and to
expose the youth to the many
possible career opportunities in
agriculture.
Highlights of the week included
speeches by Kentucky Farm Bureau

Wheat scab may harm yield
Some Kentucky farmers may find
it hard to fill their wheat contracts
this year because of an outbreak of
wheat scab in the central part of the
gale.

Some fields have been completely wiped out, while others
show about 15 to 20 percent loss,
said Morris Bitzer, Extension grains
specialist with the University of

Financing
meeting set
for July 13
An information meeting about
the Rural Housing Guarantee Program, which helps families with low
and moderate income levels become
homeowners without a required
down payment, will be held on
Thursday, July 13.
Rural Economic and Community
Development, formerly Farmers
Home Administration, will host the
meeting at the Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray.
The program offers 100 percent
financing, loans on new or existing
homes and 30-year mortgages with
a fixed rate at market interest rates.
The maximum loan available is
S77,197 and mortgages may include
closing costs and other fees.
Those interested in attending
should notify the local RECD office
at 753-0162 to make a reservation.

Hendon named
new member
Billy Hendon of Murray is a new
member of the American Angus
Association, reports Dick Spader.
executive vice president of the national organization with headquarten in St. Joseph. MO.
The American Angus &mention, with over 27.000 active adult
and junior membas, is the largest
beetcattle registry association in the
world. Its computerized records
include detailed isikinnetkill on
over 12 million 'ciliated Angus.
The Association records'Matrii information and keeps records of
production on individual animals
members. These permanent
for
records help members select and
male the best animals in their herds
to produce high quality, efficient
breeding cede which we then recorded with die Amencan Angus
Association. Most of these registered Angus art used by the U.S.
farmers and ranchers who raise high
quality bed for U.S. consumption

"One field was almost 100 percent dead," he said. "Most fields
were over 50 percent infected, and
the best fields were probably 15 to
20 percent infected."
If the test weight of the wheat is
too low for sale, farmers may want
to consider feeding it to cattle,
except for lactating dairy cows,
Bitzer said. Farmers should avoid
feeding it to hogs. It could have
vomitoxin, which is toxic to swine.

Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"I just got back from looking at
over 1,000 acres of wheat in Nelson
and Spencer Counties," Bitza said.
"In the past seven to 10 days, wheat
scab has become very bad in this
=IL"

Bitzcr said he was in the same
fields about two weeks ago, and at
that time they looked "very good."
Now the situation is almost completely reversed for some fields.

President William R. Sprague. and
professional speakers Gary Montgomery, Dave Stone. Dale Thomas
and Joe Washington. The youth
attended sessions on speaking
skills, adjusting to college. citizenship and goal sctung. They also
toured the W KU Research Labs. the
Corvette Plant and Museum and the
Country Oven Bakery.
The students attending were
selected by their respective County
Farm Bureau. All of them have just
completed their junior year in high
school, are in the top 25 percent of
their class and have indicated a
possible career interest in agriculture.

Invest in Your
Community.
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A heartening message

T hiuBRAI

Ledger &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK
Managing Edit.%

(Editor's Note: Doe to a layow error fa Swanky, the foll•wiag c•leson is hei•g
reprinted.)

Whine- there is no MS10/1, the peopk. pertsh.•

One glance at Mel Gibson's
half-naked body in -Braveheartwas all it took to keep me glued
to the movie screen for three
hours — twice.
It didn't even matter than the
movie was set in the late 1200's
or that there were a bunch of dirty men running around with weapons lobbing off body parts at
will
It spite of all the violence —
and believe me, there was more
than enough — something about
the movie grabbed the romantic
sale of me and held me captive
until the end.
"Braveheart" can hardly be
considered a "woman" movie.
That designation is usually given
to films such as "Steel Magnolias" and "Bndgcs of Madison
County" that ooze sensitivity and
deal with feminine issues.
The first time I saw a, my husband and I chose it by default
because the line for "Batman
Forever" was too long. Even
though I had wanted to see
"Braveheart." I didn't really think
he would want to see it.
After the first few minutes,
Mike poked me and asked what
the problem was between the
English and the Scottish. Thanks
to my Scottish romance novels
and to Wayne Beasley's History
of Great Britain course at Murray
State, I was able to give him a
brief explanation to set the stage
for the remainder of the movie.
And some people told me I
would never learn anything from
reading what they called "fluff"!

i• bh.trr r

ALICE ROUSE
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Burger remembered as
'first among equals'
for 17-year service
WASHINGTON (AP i - When picked by President Eisenhower
in 1956 for the federal appellate bench, Warren Earl Burger hesitated before accepting the yob ••I never had a passion to be a
judge,- he told mends
It grew on him, and he voiced no such hesitance when in 1969
President Nixon named him to be the nation's highest-ranking
judge
Burger served as chief justice for 17 years, longer than anyone
else this century. And he relished it.
With his wavy white hair and distinguished baritone voice. Burger had the look ,and sound of judicial authcans
Some commentators and lawyers cnocized him as pompous.
Some of his Supreme Court colleagues said the same behind his
beck But those who worked for Burger --- his law clerks and permanent staff members — descnbeel him after leaving their yobs as a
caring boss
E CA Supreme Court Justice William 0 Douglas. a larger-than life liberal who had little patience for Burger's leadership style,
experienced in retirement a new relationship isith the chief justice.
Forced by ill health to leave the court in 1975, Douglas told
friends he was touched by Burger's concern and attenoveness.
In a special Supreme Court session convened to honor Douglas
after his death in 1980. Burger recalled him as "comet-like,"
adding that Douglas' colleagues "relished the light and ignored the
heat'
As, the "first among equals," Burger took adsantage of his
opinion-assignment power to save for ,himself numerous prime

Burger spoke for the court in decisions that established busing as
a tool for the racial desegregation of public schools, expanded
public access to the nation's courts and enhanced women's protections against sexual discrimination.
In the bulk of his judicial work. Burger remained a politically
conservative judge who rarely showed sympathy for cnminal
defendants or their asserted nghts.
Although he never was fully successful in shedding his stuffy
public image, the prisate Burger could display a relaxed, selfdenigraung sense of humor
Recounting his first appearance as a government lawyer before
the high court. Burger said he used only 12 of the 60 minutes allotted to him before concluding his argument and sitting down
"Years later, one justice told me he thought I had suffered a
heart attatk." Burger recalled with a chuckle.
As chief justice. Burger reduced to 30 minutes the time allotted
each arguing la*yer
Discussing with a news reporter the wisdom of allowing cameras
in federal courtrooms, Burger confided with a straight face "I've
conducted an informal poll with news media members and have
found 100 percent opposition to cameras in court."
The amazed reporter responded dubiously And a smiling Burger,
an adamant foe of such a change. admitted that all those polled
were courtroom artists
A talented painter and sculptor, Burger was one of his own
harshest critics "I am to the art of sculpture what a bricklayer is to
architecture.•' he once said
Burger participated in five presidential inaugurations. Only three
of the 16 men who have served as chief justice participated in
more
In administering the oath of office, he made presidents swear to
"preserve, protect and defend the Consutution.•* hut he could not
always make them stand where they should
At Burger's suggestion, inauguration officials in 1973 had
arranged for Nixon to be in a position where his raised hand would
not bloi.k his face to the ttkvisiori cameras.
"But when he got up," Burger once recalled. "President Nixon
very positivels took the other position. leasing me with limited
options
A workaholic. Burger routinely put in 80-hour weeks on his
Supreme Coen wort, the ceremonial duties of his office and his
career long crusade to improve the administration of Justice
When the weather would allow. Burger would spread out homework across the large screened in porch of his pre-Civil War farmhouse in Arlington and write or edit his most difficult opinions
When he retired as chief justice in 1986 to lead RallOrlai celebrations of the ('onstituuoti's 200th anniversary in 1987 and the Bill
of Rights' 200th anniversary in 1989. Burger said he already was
looking beyond that service
"There are three or four books I want to wnte I've got some
a little more fun than the things I've been
pictures to paint
doing." be said
He did complete a book about Supreme Court cases, and
remained a sought-after speaker Lapses in the legal professions
performance and the need for gun control were two favonte
themes
But the retired Burger never found the time to return to his arts:lac pursuits

Amy Helm Wilson
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
It is hard to pinpoint what it
was about the film that grabbed
my auentson. I would be lying if
I said I didn't find it fascinating
to watch a bunch of hunky men
running around in kilts.
Frankly, I even considered asking Mike if he would wear a kilt
so I could see if it had the same
effect! I was extremely surprised
when I realized the Scottish
didn't wear underclothing, which
was demonstrated during a battle
scene in which they mooned the
English army.
A few days after the first
viewing, I went to set it again
with Gina, my managing editor.
Again. I became completely
engrossed in the film — even to
the point where the tears came
pouring out again.
Maybe it was because I realized that William Wallace really
existed. I'm not sure why, but
this film has wiggled its way into
my subconscious and won't leave
me alone.
As I walked out of the theater
the second time around, Gina told
me that she didn't think it would
be a good idea for me to see it
again, especially since I had cried
enough for everyone in the
audience.
Typically, these kind of films
are usually much more

entertainment-based with a few
histoncal facts tossed in to make
it interesting.
In order to check as authenticity, I called Dr. Beasley to see
what he thought. He referred to it
as "an interesting mixture of
naturalness and playing loose
with history."
Based on historical information, Wallace was a Scottish patriot who has stirred the national
pride of Scots for more than 600
years.
He actually led a revolt against
King Edward I, who was known
in the movie as Edward Longshanks. Wallace led the Scots in
defeating the English in the battle
of Stirling Bridge and was in turn
defeated at Falkirk, both of which
took place in the film.
However, Beasley said the film
did deviate from history in creating a romance between Wallace
and Edward II's wife, the Princess of Wales. In addition, Robert
the Bruce was actually struck
with leprosy and died from it in
1325, not his father as was
depicted in the film. Also, his
betrayal of Wallace was not nearly as clear in historical records as
it was made to appear in the film.
Perhaps the most disturbing
discrepancy occurred at the end
of the film in which Edward I

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

cases

Burger wrote the coun's 1973 landmark decision that supplied
the still-used legal definition of obscenity.
He wrote more than anyone in Supreme Court history about the
separation of powers among the three branches of government.

\\Hill I. III()1

dies as Wallace is being executed. Seeing Wallace being tortured and hearing his last words
hit a mechanism inside me that
turned on the waterworks full
force. In fact, I was afraid my
COMM would fall into my
PoPcornBeasley said Edward I lived
two more years after Wallace's
death. In addition, the battle of
Bannockburn, in which Robert
the Bruce led the Scots, was actually fought in 1314 —eight years
after Wallace's death.
At that time, Robert the Bruce
fought against Edward II, who
according to historical information, was brutally murdered with
a hot poker. (For more intimate
details regarding Edward ll's
death, give Beasley a call.)
In addition to providing factual
knowledge about the course of
history involving Wallace, Beasley explained a few of the more
obscure points in the film. During
the torture scene, Wallace was
actually receiving a traitor's torture which meant he was hanged,
drawn and quartered.
I wasn't quite sure what was
happening with that knife in his
groin area. I am definitely glad
that portion was left to the
viewer's imagination.
But that was about all the
viewers didn't get to set. I can't
recall another movie in which
such graphic battles are depicted.
In fact, Beasley said he has never
seen fight scenes so realistic —
especially the weapons.
If you take away all the violence and intrigue in the film, the
message on the movie poster carries the battle cry for all who value freedom: "Every man dies, not
every man really lives."

June 20 — Arab News, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, on international crime:
Perhaps the single most important point of agreement to come
out of the Halifax meeting of the Group of Seven and Russia, is
commitment to fight international crime. Any such decision without
Russia would have been meaningless. Russia's involvement in the
debate, and President (Boris) Yeltsin's signature on the bottom
alongside those of his fellow leaders, were absolutely
essential.
A flourish of a pen, of course, is only the beginning, but hopefully the G-7 consensus on crime demonstrates a clear political will to

attack the problem. Politicians, however, sometimes face difficulties when persuading their electorates of the importance of cracking
down on international crime.
Unlike the mugger or the burglar, the international criminal does
not appear, to the man in street, to pose any real threat. .. .
Criminals pay no taxes and accumulate great wealth. They also
have thugs who can threaten, maim and kill those who will not do
what they are told.
The combined weapons of violence or wealth can be wickedly
powerful, especially in societies that are morally or organizationally, or both, weak.

Lawmakers don't like special session
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
It's right there, in Section 80 of
the Kentucky Constitution. a provision that Gov. Brercton Jones
must have memorized by now:
'He may, on extraordinary
occasions, convene the General
Assembly at the scat of government, or at a different place, if
that should have become dangerous from an enemy ir from contagious diseases. In case of disagreement between the two
houses with respect to adjournment, he may adjourn them to
such time as he shall think proper, not exceeding four months.
When he shall convene the General Assembly it shall be by proclamation. stating the subjects to
he considered, and no other shall
be considered.''
In other words, the governor
can call the legislature into a special session and only he can set
the agenda for any special
SCS11041.
Jones has exercised this prerogative eight times already since
he took office in December 1991.
And as Jones' stream of consciousness meanders through
more items he might put before a
ninth he may call later this summer. legislators might seem as if
they are drowning in the flood.
There is much moaning and
whining and wringing of hands.
and worrying aloud.
They warn of the dangers of
cutting taxes or spending money
on construcuon when so many
questions linger about what the
federal government will dump on
the state They advise against
anything hasty with a new sower-

nor coming in December. Others
say simply enough is enough.
House Democratic Floor Leader Greg Stumbo called it feeling
"special-scssioned to death.''
(Stumbo may have changed his
tune last week when he met with
Jones and they emerged to say
that workers' compensation could
wind up on the agenda. Stumbo is
a wealthy and successful workers' compensation lawyer. Probably a coincidence.)
But the whining overlooks one
simple solution for legislators -leave.
Implied, if not stated, in the
constitution is the acknowledgement that the legislature can
adjourn a special session, Of any
session for that matter, and go
home anytime it wants, whether

taking up all or none of the
agenda.
There is a precedent for this,
even with this legislature and this
governor.
In May 1993, Jones called legislators to the Capitol to take up
health care reform. It was a halfbaked plan and the legislature
left. Jones was insisting up to the
very end the legislature would do
no such thing. This was the time
of Jones' remarkable assertion
that he was in the loop in government, though evidence indicated
otherwise.
The only thing that prevents
legislators from packing up and
leaving is, simply, a lack of political will.
Granted, there almost has to be
another special session before
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Jones leaves office. New boundaries must be drawn for legislative
districts before next year's elections. And with the filing deadline in January, it would be practically impossible to do it in the
regular session.
Jones wants to use that time
also to cut a tax here or there,
spend a pile of money here and
there and whatever else might
cross his mind between now and
then.
The final solution, as it might
be called, is admittedly problematic for some legislators.
For example, Democratic Sen.
Joey Pendleton would likely find
it difficult to oppose Jones' proposal to immediately appropriate
money to build a technical center
in Hopkinsville.
Similarly, Republican Sens.
Charlie Borden and John David
Preston might be uncomfortable
standing in the way of a new
building at Ashland Community
College that Jones has proposed.
Yet those legislators would
probably have little problem
opposing immediate approval for
many of the other items on Jones'
latest wish list, if not all of them.
Certainly, a legislator could
argue that die goodies will get
due consideration once the regular session starts in January. But
that might not sit well at home.
And next year is a legislative
election year after all. But while
conventional political Wisdom
would have prompted most legislators to lean toward bringing
home the bacon, the upside down
mood of the electorate may actually work against land.
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Members of the 'vitt:vision
family and friends had a sprawl
lunkheon on Monday. June 19. at

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday. June 28, at 8 a.m. at First United Methodist Church. All
ministers of the city and county are urged to attend.

ale
•••

Garland reunion on Saturday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 27,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Ups and Downs of
Single Life" will be the program to be presented by Laura Nell
Kemp. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350,
or Janice, 474-8774.

Rev. and Mrs. Leslie C. Lee

Couple will be married
for 61 years on June 30
The Rev. and Mrs. Leslie C. Lee of Camhndge Shores, Rt. 2, Gilbensvilk, will observe their 61st wedding anniversary. on Friday. June

Bethel Fellowship plans revival
Bethel Fellowship, located nine miles east of Murray on Highway
94 East, will have revival services starting tonight (Monday) and
continuing through Friday, June 30. The Rev. Larry McClure, pastor
from Water Valley, will be the speaker at services at 7 p.m. nightly.
The Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor, invites the public to attend.

AARP Chapter will meet Tuesday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, June 27, at 11:45 a.m. at Christopher's Restaurant. The program will be presented by Vicki Crafton
on "Landscaping for the Home," according to Al Hough, program
chairman. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

PIP schedules meeting
Parents in Partnership (PIP) for parents, family, volunteers, professionals and friends of children with special needs will meet Tuesday, June 27, at noon in the main meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library. Brenda Estes of Estes Psychological Services will
speak about "Components of Psychological Testing." Persons may
call Val Dowdy at 753-1960 if unable to attend, but would like to
participate in the future or would like to get a newsletter. Dowdy
said to leave a message if she is not home at the time of your call.
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They were married June 30, 1914. at Benton Their attendants were
Howard McNeely and Alma Johnson.
Mrs. Lee, the former Eural Mae Ross, is the daughter of the late
Java C. Ross and !della York Ross of Benton. Rev. Lee is the son of
the late Finis M. Lee and Susan Manley Lee of Aurora.
Rev. Lee retired from the Detroit Conference of the Methodist
Church in 1980, and also as a teacher of economics at Redford Union
High School, Redford, Mich. Lee was very active in the Educational
Department of the Methodist Church. They came back to Marshall
County after their retirement in 1980.
Rev. Lee pastored churches in Marshall and Calloway Counties
before joining the Detroit Conference of the Methodist Church. Rev
and Mrs. Lee left this area in 1955.
The couple has two daughters, Mrs. Shirley Grover of Plymouth.
Minn., and Mrs. Susan Thornton of Gilbertsville: one son, Arthur Lee
of Hardin: seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren
No formal reception is planned for the anniversarv
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Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings at all of its stops during the month of June. Also available is a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. On Wednesday, June
28, the express will be at Murray Courtsquare from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. The express will be at Ponderosa at Draffenville from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Thursday.
Friday the express will be at Wal-Mart, Paris, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info/753-0082.
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW/6 30
p m. ice cream social/Murray-Calloway

Special meeting Tuesday

County Park
Adult Great Books Djscussion

Hardin TOPS Chapter will meet

MHS Class of 1955 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1955 will have its 40-year reunion
on Saturday, July 1, at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. A social
hour will start at 6 p.m. Reservations may be made through Wednesday, June 28, by calling Joyce Barber, 753-2864. A social will be
Friday. June 30, at 7 p.m. at the home of Annette Ward Alexander,
1008 Riverwood Rd., Murray. Special friends of the 1955 class
members are invited to drop by this event to visit.

Need Line needs food items
Valone Hunt, caseworker at Need Line, has issued an appeal for
special items for the food baskets prepared for clients. Items needed
include tuna, peanut butter, instant milk, rice, crackers, and assorted
pastas. These may be taken to the Need Line office on bottom floor
of Weaks Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Oaks'Ladies
plan activities
Ladies* day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
June 28.
Bridge will be played at 9:30

Fourth flight
Barbara (;ray.
first.
1 ow putts
Toni Hopson

Pairings will be posted at the
pro shop Hostesses will he Mary

Alexander and
Keeling named
on Dean's List

Bogard and Dune Villanova
A potluck meal will follow

golf play.
Winners of play on Wednesday. June 21. have been released
by Edith Garrison and Freda
Steely, hostesses, as follows.
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom. first. Imes Orr, second.
First flight • Lisa Caner. first.
Evelyn Jones, second.

M A VF1E1 I)
leo total stu
dents earned skholasti, honors at
Mid Continent College during the
spring semester hv being mug
nired atadernitallv and plated on

the Dean's last

Second flight - Anna Mary
Adams, first, Shirley Jenstrom,
second:
Third flight Rebecca Landolt.

Students named *err Steven

Alexander of Murras and ;antes
E.ldon Keeling of Dexter
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Woodnun's Flexibie Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are campetibve alternatives to
other savings plank The initial guaranteed rake for amounts over 65,000
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FLOWERING SHADE TREE

Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/6
p.m ./Sirloin Stockade

Group/7 p.m /Calloway CA6nty Public
Library
Summer in the Park activities start
today. Info/762-0325.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 11//4 p m
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6 30 p m
p.m /Murray -Calloway
Hospital.

County

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meetingi8 p m./Ameirican Legion Buiiding, South Sixth and Maple Steens
1nfo/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, June 27
Parents In Partnership
(PIP)/noon/Calloway County Public
Library Info/753-1960
Cherry Comer Baptist Church Bible
Schoo4/9 a m
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible
School/6 pm
Spring Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6 15 pm
Murray Lions Club/6 p m /South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twois/9 30
am. Story Hour/10 30 am
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Chamber of CotTITINC•

Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice.
474-8774
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARPMoorVChrostopher's Restaurant

Tuesday, Jun* 27
Alzh•imer's Disease Support
Group/4 30 p m /board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 834
meeting/7 p m 'First Pr•sbyterian
Church Inks759-9964
Hardin Tops Chapter 7 p m 'Hardin
Coffee
Break at Martins
Librar
' Chapel
United Methodist Church/9 30 a m

Hazel Conter'open 10 a m -2 p m /or
&onto( citizens activities
Dexter Center/senior activities49 30

am
Weak* Contour:pen 8 am -4 pm !for
senior citizens activities
Grace Baptist Church events include
Library open 10-11 30 a m , Ladies'
Bible Study7 pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/1 30
p m . Winsome Sunday School Class/6
p m at church to go to Kenlake State
Park
First United Methodist Church events
include Outliers in Social Halt/9 30
•m , Terrific Tuesday for ages 3 to 4
at 930 am and for ages 5 to 6 at
10 45 am
First Baptist Church events include
Day Camp for ages 4 to 6 at 9 a m
July general WMU meeting9 30 a m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Massill a m
Weigh to
WirV5 30 p m 'Gleason Hail
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p m /American Legion Hall.

South Sixth and Maple Streets
Murray
Social Security representabve. 10 30
am -12 30 pm .Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Moose Club events include
regular
tifficers meeting,7 p m
metiongl p m
Wrath*, West Kentucky Museum/
open 6 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 1 30
to •30 pm
National Scouting Museunt'open 9
• m 430 pm 1nfcs762 3383

TO DRAFTENVILLZ AND VISIT oNE
01'• AARIES MILADY
ADOPT HWY la NEAR THE MARSHALL ro4'N71' HIGII

Hot Summer
Fashion
All of the new spring &
summer fashions are out
In the brightest and
boldest colors, and In
the hottest styles.
NOW YOU CAN SAVE

25%!
Don't miss this great
opportunity to save!

ro

GATEWAY NURSERY, 1)RAFFENVILLE, KY., 527-1884

nh
OR COVERIN
Como...Soy Our Sokoctlorla
CARPETS: API Top Brand Narntra tat Qua'
VINYL
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over 25 Years rnsrarieriori I 'portent- 40

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Salem
Installation
Jay Knight
'r
753-7728
Mitch Knight
sv (.41 1 4 laii• Sov't Wray a Tao Ts*, koe R94 la 11.3i
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Murray, Kentucky
Friday - June 23
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41111

Country Music
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Mu H Jr1 llemanandari Golf Toney •

a.m.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Lynn Griffiths as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, June 21, have been
released by Laura Parker and
Bobbie Burks, hostesses, as
follows:
First flight - Sherry Mohon.
Ada Roberts. Pam Kelly and
Henri Montgomery:
Second flight - Sue Lamb,
Broads Parker and Martha
Broach.
Third flight • Laura Parker,
See Wells, Bobbie Burks and
Crystal Parks.

School/6 p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6:15 p.m

Prepared Childbirth Class/7

Hardin TOPS SSKY 495 will meet Tuesday, June 27, at 7 p.m. at
Hardin Public Library. Members of TOPS coach each other in this
nonprofit support group, Take off Pounds Sensibly, according to
Maybelle Greer, a representative of TOPS. All interested persons are
invited. For more information call Greer at 437-4607 or toll-free,
1-800-932-8677.

Inst. Frances Ri,hey. second,

Wednesday. June 28, will bc
Guest Day for the Lady Golfers
of Murray Country Club A - shoe
gun tee off will he at 9 a m

row

workshop/7 p m /Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.

Calloway Countians for Patton-Henry '95 will meet Tuesday, June
27, at 7 p.m. in Circuit Courtroom of Miller Courthouse Annex.
Jody A. Lassiter, chairman, invites everyone supporting Lt. Gov.
Paul Patton for governor and Dr. Steve Henry for lieutenant governor to attend.

Shelton. and I tbuivc Sit( rec

- Guest day Wednesday

Descendants of John and Elizabeth Hutchens Garland will have a
reunion on Saturday. July 1, at 11 a.m. at the Blues Pavilion at Kelllake State Resort Park. A potluck meal will be served at noon. For
more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656.

Health Express lists stops

11 does

the folkiwing
Pat Mi.Cuiston. Clara MsCuss
ton. Lola M.Cuiston Morgan.
Mary Hamlin, Ritli NIXiiiston
Thompson. Burns Udviards.
Helen Edwards, 1 inda Russell.
Macon M.Caiston. Hilda
!11%.Cuiston Reynolds.

Ministerial Association will meet

West Kentucky Playwrights Festival

fficulacking

Pris Cilla Childs. licorsc
%It ikon Peggy
Shoemaker. Robbie M.Cuiston
Wilson, Hilda Al.Cuisuin Jack
ton. Paul Brandon. Sue Brandon.
Jeremy Rogers. James I 'elder.
Jean Fielder,
Kathy 1 y tins. Hazel kittUis
ton, Trellis M.Cuiston, Margaret
McCuision, Sabrina Karraker. Joe
Hargrose, Elizabeth liargroye
Eselyn Tuyker, Iola James. Reis

Childs, George

Ann's Counts) Kitchen. Mune)
Present for the occasbon mere

Singles (SOS) plan meeting

5

MONDAY JUOIE 26

liOUIRMAY MOEN I TOES

Briggs A St, it lilt
Firi•%%(irks
4.

t Ira% agania

MIMI •

For more information call 769-2199 or stop at Freedom
Feat Headquarters,Murray Tourism Commission hi the
Commerce C,entre - Hwy.641 N.for your FREE official
Freedom Feat Event Guide.

PORTLAND On (AP) — Al Unser Jr *as
digiquaistw0 tor a tacnn•cal vsotabori trwee rlo..drs
after easily winning tne Budweiser G I Joe s
200 Unser Penske-Mercedes was roun0 to
nave leas than Me required two inches or
ground clearance

NEW YORK (AP) — Fortner Univentsfy Of Kentucky
Center Plodeey Data was Witted by tri• NSA Vanurimilend
couver Grizzlies in tne eapersemon draft mis
et't^
PackaQ4K1
wan
oropnany
was
Orlando
Dent
1996 second round draft peek by trbe Magic

Norman sees
June earnings
reach $781,780
By CHRISTINE HANLEY
AP Sports Winer
CROMWELL, Conn. (AP) —
Even with another runner-up finish in a major tournament. June
has been very, very good for
Greg Norman.
The Australian native, who has
nude a career of second-place
finishes, captured his second

tournament in the last four
weeks, this time the Greater Hanford Open.
"Golf's a wonderful game,"
said Norman. who picked up a
S2I6,000 paycheck for his latest
victory, raising his winnings for
June alone to 5781.780. "You
never know what's around the
A runner-up at the U.S. Open a
week ago. Norman watched his
three-stroke lead slowly disappear to Fuzzy Zoeller in Sunday's
final round before hitting an
eagle on the 15th hole, holing out
from the greenside rough.
When it landed. I knew. That
was a special moment," said
Norman, who eventually closed
with a a 1-over-par 71 at the
GHO for a two-stroke victory.
When I holed that shot, it
really turned things around right
there. It was a perfect chip, and 1

by a stroke.
He now has earned more than
AP) - Fall Sala& MM.
CliellalELLC
SI million for the year.
4012
111
100
le
SWIM
gm
lainei
worms
Norman started the lucrative
00110111ia.41100/010 tor70
TPC g Now
string by winning the Memorial
111744410.71—al -is
Ogee Norma X0r
II
1010 T110011 sumII47*
($306.000), finishing fourth in
01411-1111.011-210 -II
Cier• 10.0000 SNOOD
.11
110474700-2s.
(Km Waft IN KO
the Kemper Open (S52,780) and
0047-2246-270 .10
110•K Ilminaser WOOD
taking second at the U.S. Open
07-724/46-270 10
Dem Newt 543 KC
70-6340-71-220 -10
f‘=0 UMW WSW
($207,000). The impressive
il-724047-771
1)4500
00
$7401-0040-271
WOW iisOrt 1134 KX1
streak came after Norman took
70-271
744642000
$34
2110, Airdmik
OS 71 1646-222
Doe Ian 1125
six weeks off to recover from a
00474240-222
Dame Eftsres. $A 400
back injury he suffered at Hilton
704246-10-272
Griot Para $K
7o44.7o-47a
Ow lam 1211 4
Head in April.
s, 120400724740-00-273
MilliL art
67- 70-80.70-273
$20
Az
The latest win is Norman's
44-0140-71-773
120400
%Kw 5
14th PGA title and his second in
the United States this year. He
played the last three holes they joins Peter Jacobsen and Vijay
way 1 wanted to," he said. Singh as two-time winners on the
"Sometimes you win pretty and PGA Tour in 1995, and earned
sometimes you win ugly,"
his first multiple-win season on
Norman has finished second in the PGA Tour since 1990, when
seven majors and last year's he also won twice.
GHO. He didn't do it this time,
At 269 were Dave Stockton Jr.
finishing with a total of 13-under
267 and setting a course record

Devils' Stanley Cup run could cost Nashville
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Wfruif
EAST RUTHERFORD. N
APi — Now that they have the
Stanley Cup, will the Debits keep
it in Nev. Jersey or skate off to
Tennessee'
()wrier John McMullen has
been seriously considering a
lu.iative offer to move the
trark.hise to Nashville. white
simultaneously trying to renegotiate his Meadowlands arena lease
with the 'scw Jersey Sports and

Exposition Authonty.
While the talks have been
heated, and both sides have considered legal options, the Devils'
victory on the ice may have done
more to keep the team in New
Jersey.
No sports team has ever moved
the same year it won a
championship.
"I think it makes it awful hard
for them to move." Gov. Chnsue
Whitman said Saturday night
after the Devils beat the Detroit

Red Wings 5-2 to sweep the bestof-7 Stanley Cup final.
"This is where the Cup
belongs," she added. "It's New
Jersey's Devils that won that
Cup. We want them to defend it
right here and bring it back next
year."
Whitman will have a lot to say
in the negotiations with McMullen. one of her leading political
and financial supporters, and the
man who moved the franchise
from Colorado in 1982.

John Whitman, the governor's
husband, has been handling the
lease negotiations for the state
since McMullen refuses to talk
with NJSEA chief executive
Robert E. Mulcahy because of
personal differences.
The governor indicated Saturday night she expects a series of
meetings will take place this
week.
"I'd like to get this settled,"
said Whitman, a longtime Devils
fan who attended almost every

playoff game. "I'd like it known
to everybody that they are staying
right here. That's what we want
to have done."
Whitman spokeswoman Rita
Manno said Sunday that once the
euphoria of the cup victory has
receded, work to resolve the issue
of the team's future can begin in
earnest.
"John Whitman is still acting
as the point person for both sides,
and we're confident there will be
some movement and an agree-

ment," she said.
McMullen refused to address
the dispute after the game.
"I have to tell you this is not
the time to discuss it," he said.
Devils general manager Lou
Lamoriello said Friday a decision
on whether the team would stay
in New Jersey had not been
made. However, he said a lot of
questions would be answered
shortly after the final series
ended.

Hornback takes singles
title at Hawaiian Tropic;
Hunt shares doubles win
Staff Report
Acrray Ledger & Times
Marray's Michael Hornbeck continued his dominance of area
tennis this weekend, winning singles and doubles tides at the 1995
Hawaiian Tropic Tennis Championships at Murray State.
Hornback. a 1995 Murray High graduate and an Eastern Kentucky signet, captured the Boys 18 singles title and teamed with
Murray's Jeremy Hunt to win the Boys 18 singles title.
In the singles championship, Hornbeck dispatched Paducah's
John Russell 6-3, 6-0.
Hornback/Hunt defeated Ryan Payne/Jeremy Williams of Paducah 6-2. 2-6. 6-3 in the doubles championship.
Hunt. a *nor-to-be, fell 1-6, 6-3. 6-2 to Jeremy Comille of
Paducah in the final of the Boys 16 singles. In Boys 12 doubles,
Murray's Chris Faughn and John Kopperud fell to Ryan Cornille
and Stephen Sloan of Paducah. 7-6, 2-6, 6-3 in the championship
match.
Murray's Rohn Tancloo joined Owensboro's Stunkar Gopal in
Boys 14 doubles. falling 7-5, 6-2 to Paducah's Robert Gould and
Martin Rains in the finals.

Labonte outduels
Little to win BGN
WATKINS GLEN, N Y AAP)
— Terry Laborite survived a
race-tong duel with Chad Little to
win the Lysol 2(X) NASCAR
Busch Grand National stock car
race Sunday at Watkins Glen
International
Laborite, driving a Chevrolet,
won for the second straight year
and third WM in five years in the
only road course event on the
Grand National schedule
Laborite and Little exchanged
the lead four times dunng the
200-mile race on the 2.45-mile

course. but Labonte took the lead
for the final time on lap 48 and
led the rest of the 82-lap
distance
Little's Ford finished 3 88 seconds behind, with the Chevrolets
of Ricky Craven, Mike McLaughlin and Jeff Green completing the
top five.
Labonte won 520,370 and
averaged 84.186 mph in a race
that lasted two hours. 23 minutes
and 11 seconds There were
seven Ca11901111 for 15 laps.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
Adbe f

WAREHOUSE TIRE

photo
MARK YOUNG.tedge,
Seen Walter (loft) and John David Poynor both played big roles for Mayfield Post 26 over the weekend as the team won two of three American
Legion garnet.

Staff Report
Murray lodger & Times
Mayfield Post 26 won two of
three games over the weekend
in American Leagioa baseball
action
On Sunday, the team downed

Murphysboro, III., 5-2 at Ty
Holland Field. Sean Waller
(Calloway County) had three
hits while Robert Weatherly
(Murray) had a pair of singles
and John David Poynor (Murray) added a triple. Tory Hicks
also singled and drove in a run,
as did Weatherly and Poynor.
Waller and Brent Anderson
(Calloway) combined for a twoMiner on the mound, with nine
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strikeouts. Waller was the winning pitdher.
On Saturday, Post 26 split a
doublheader with Eldorado. Ill.,
winning the first game 8-6 but
dropping the second game 10-4.
In the opener, Mayfield
scored five runs in the second
inning to take a 7-2 lead, and
cruised to the win.
For Post 26. Murray players
Ethan Crum, Preston Weatherly,

Ted Booth and John David Poynor all singled while Robert
Weatherly doubled and drove in
two runs. Waller drove in three
runs with a single and home
run, while Ben Meyers had two
singles and MacKenzie Logsdon had one hit.
Poynor was the winning
pitcher, giving up six hits whilestriking out five.
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LOCAL BASEBALL
PARK LEAGUE II
THURSDAY:
• Murree Supply 12. Wises Ky. Weise Gnaw 7 (Murray Super") Zachary
Boast 2 HR, 29. Taylor Houston 2-38. 18. Trevor Webb 2 29. 18 Cory Swells
38 2 18. Josh Ctrs, 2 28. Mesh Reytourn 28. 18 Chad Duncan 29. Tyler
Guests 18. Kyle Wade 111 (WKVC) L Stone 3 18. M Thomas 3 le A Taylor
38 lB G Fnely HR J Litelneisid 2 18. H Rolhna 1B S Scartiorough 1B Z
Larson 18, 8 Werner 18

A surprising sweep at COM!
skey Park, a swag el seccess at
Tiger Stadium and a pre-Darryl
serge at Yankee Stadion Things
are looking interesueg in the
American League
On a weekend when sueaking
Cleveland finally lot a speed
bump, New York and Chicago
stopped floendering

t

LOCAL SOFTBALL
LOWER DIVISION

thew first three game sweep of
the )cat by finishing off Toronto
orli
8-2 Later this week. N•cu

Robin

may get something else

Ventura. who singled
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good priceThat's
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insurance.
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-Toe Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child"
Call Today' For Trial Program,

David R. King is the person to
count on for quality Grange
Insurance for your auto, home,
life or business. You'll like how
Grange can meet your needs
while saving you money. Call
or visit soon to find out more.

,

Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from your vehicle with

NO PAINTING!
FREE ESTIMATES

SAME DAY SERVICE
insurance
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Ace Dent Repair

759-3189
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
Is Proud To Announce

0 6tzfe1

Best Selling Vehicles
In America Are
Right Here In Murray!

Now Get Big Savings On These American Leaders!
Ford Explorer Is America's
Best-Selling Sport Utility.
Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

311.
IS.

e—e

.1\i1
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MIME iiiiiiii

Here's who to count
on for quality
insurance.

(502)753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd • Murray
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MAJOR LEAGUES
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RIMIER PROGRATI
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769-9988

753-8355

You'll Love Driving America's
Best-Selling Small Car The Ford Escort.

0

Drive Away In America's
...WV Best Selling Truck The Ford F-Series.
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The New Windstar
Outsells The
Dodge Caravan.

FROM PAGE 6

er driving in two runs and
Weatherly knocking in another.
Doughty also turned a triple
play in the first inning. With
runners on first and third.
Doughty caught a line drive.
stepped on third for the second
out and threw to first for the
third out.
Hicks was the losing pitcher
with Meyers throwing in retictio
Post 26 will him Chaffee.
Mo., Wednesday night at 730
at Ty Holland Field

k to
lleutsit managed to gel
SOO with its fourth straight von
ti 1 oser %Chasidim
The Blue.,
Jabs. though. hose tIttisrcd sts in
a row, their worst skid in a sear

The White Soli. picked b.s
many to challenge Cleveland for
the AL Central title. matched a
season-high with their third
straight win against the Indians
— Where do we go (roes here 1 I
hope we go up.— said Chicago's

•Post 26...
In the second game, Eldorado
scored seven runs in the fourth
inning to go up 10-0. May field's four runs all came in the
fifth.
Offensively for Post 26, Poy nor had three singles, Hicks had
a single and double while Preston Weatherly, Waller, Robert
Weatherly, Meyers and Daniel
Doughty all singled, with Wall-

ith hasehall
The Indians
hest res.ord at %es I
!use lost
lour in a row for the lost time

106 N. 12th (next to McDonald et

Call 753-9500

(68), Kirk Triplett (69) and Grant
Waite (69), who had reached
12-under with a birdie at No. 15
and had sole possession of second place locked up until he
bogeyed No. 18.
Tied in fifth place at 270 were
Brian Henninger (65), Don Pooley (65) and Zoeller (71), who
led by a stroke after a birdie putt
at No. 13, but lost his chance for
his first title since 1986 when he
faded down the stretch.
It was a difficult day for Norman and Zoeller, with neither
able to read the greens and the
energized gallery making for
rough going.
"It was tough getting to the
tee," Norman said of the huge
gallery following the popular
pair.
Norman was a stroke off the
lead after Zoeller sank a 15-foot
birdie putt at No. 13. Two holes
later, he finessed a chip with a
sand wedge from about 40 feet,
sending the ball bouncing onto
the green and into the cup.
"I picked out a piece of a
divot and it landed right where I
was aiming," he said.

Li
tunist or a hest
Suawherrs pains the lcam,,,

Larry Krouse Insurance

Local swim team falls at Marion
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Itusic the go ahead run in the
eighth musing

Sposuponki By

LOCAL SWIMMING

MARION. Ky. — The Murray-Calloway County swim team lost
to Marion 672-844 in its second meet of the season June 22.
Local swimmers placing in individual events were:
Butterfly: 10-and-under — boys, first, Chad Culp; third. Aidan
Schmeckpeper; girls, second. Amy Norsworthy; 14-and-under —
boys, first, Joey Woods; I8-and-under — boys, first. Sam Green;
third. Joey Woods: girls. first. Heather Jedan; second. Julie Orr.
Backstroke: 6-and-under — girls, first. Erin Adams; 8-and-under
— boys, second, Larkin Philpot; third, Jonathan Young; girls, third,
Lauren Nance; 10-and-under — boys, second. Chad Culp; third,
Aldan Schmeckpeper; girls, second, Madeleine Philpot; 12-and-under
— boys, third. Brett Nance; girls, second Chelsie Thompson; third
(tie) Kristen Walle; 14-and-under — boys, second, Joey Woods;
third, Drew Thompson; girls, second, Crystal Thompson; 18-andunder — boys, first. Sam Green; second. Scott Kellie; girls, first.
Heather Jedan.
Breaststroke: 6-and-under — girls. first, Erin Adams; 8-andunder — boys, first, Larkin Philpot; 10-and-under — boys, first,
Chad Culp; third, Larkin Philpot; girls, first, Amy Norsworthy;
12-and-under — boys, third, Brett Nance; girls, second, Chelsie
Thompson; third, Amber Young; 14-and-under — boys, first. Joey
Woods; second, Brian Blankenship; third, Brett Nance; 18-and-under
— boys, first, Sam Green; second, Joey Woods; girls, first, Heather
Jedan.
Freestyle: 6-and-under — girls, first, Erin Adams; 8-and-under
— boys, second, Larkin Philpot; girls, second, Lauren Nance;
10-and-under — boys. first, Chad Culp; third, Aidan Schmeckpeper;
girls. first, Amy Norsworthy; second. Madeleine Philpot; 12-and under — boys, second, Brett Nance; girls. second, Amber Young;
third, Chelsie Thompson; 14-and-under — boys, second. Joey
Woods; third, Drew Thompson; 18-and-under — boys, first, Sam
Green; third; Scott Kellie; girls. first, Heather- Jedan.
Individuals not listed above but who placed in either medley or
free-style relays were: Hannah Reinhardt; Breanne Sykes; Emily
Brandon; Tanya, Slade and Kim Culp; Emilie Reinhardt; Bryan
Murdock; Jennie Jones; Brooke Brittain; Carey Underhill; Patrick
Schmeckpeper; Lindsey Paschall; Meaghan Murdock; Mallory
Rudolph; Sara Jane Cunningham; Come Reinhardt; Karen Green;
and Adam Nance.

— It's a game of cycles.•
Warr miaow Mike Hargrove
said after a 3 2 loss Sunday in
Co.

SCOREBOARD

THURSDAY:
• &dela Stockade 28, NOW110041 Beams 18 (Saloon) Chnsnan Dunn
3 I B. Ashiary Henderson 3-18, Amber Hopkins 2 1B, 38. 213, Jenny Gingko
a 113. Breanna Vole 2-18, 28. 38, Whitney Smith 18. 2-29. Sara Bryant 18.
2-28 Lydia Esker 3-18. Ashley Edwards 3-18, Sarah Futrell 3-18 Nicole
Owned 3-18 (Rosewood) Shannon Elsas 2-18. Kate Duncan 2-28. 2 18. Tracy Roe* 2-28, Shelly Kirk 3-18, 28. Megan Underwood 3 18 Koos Carpenter 38. Preemies Lyons 18, 28. Lindsey Smith 18, 38
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American League races tighten up
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There's a Feeding Frenzy going on at
Darnell Marine. And we've taken a big bite out
of the price on the value-packed Montag°,the highperformance Dm/ton& the luxurious Monte Carlo,and
the three-pasgenger Montego Deluxe. We've taken
C1000 off ofthe manufacturer's suggested retail. But
hung.the Frenzy ends the 4th ofJuly. At the.. prices,
everbody will be hunting for sharks.

DARNELL MARINE,INC.
HIGHWAY 94 EAST
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
/534734

I

Ford Taurus - The Best
Selling Car In America.

Come By And See Our Selection
Of Ford Rangers • The Best
Selling Compact Truck In
America.

DDit

•

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Mein Street

Murray, Ky.
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Tobacco Workers Needed
7-29-95 - 9-22-95
7-22-95 - 9-22-95

Come see trot Dimming Daylillies. Japanese
kis and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Free Plant WWI Thee Coupon

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 S,Ncamore. Nlurray, KY

753-4199

s.11..n..id. 1-800-455-4199
prone skin facial

DO you have acne
fine lines? Would you like to have
firmer softer younqer kx*inq skin in
weeks? Try Glycohque 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and quality for the
'Peel Deal"

scars

A new

Gimmicks

Ask about our natural nail care
Now you can hay.' prolfy h.i1
naturally

;
' Itl I

MO.--

Pedicure - $16.00
Acrylic Nails - S25.03

with any

flair serince feCeillt? 1!)
oft any nail or loot care set.

or vice versa

‘Truige 'penebt.s
.44

I. It 'ortli

BUSINESS DIRECTOR
EARN SIX FIGURE IN
COME TX based co ex
pending natio...yds Sales.
rrynalriance beckgrounCl
required Tran iiDallas
214-6808414
CHURCH custodian
needed halo maintenance
housekeeping we con
latlbss pen aro or lul eme
ideal sstuabon tor retiree
Send resume to P 0 Box
10401 Murray Ky 42071
CNA TENNESSEE cent
led peeler/sad Wd train
right applicant •Contact
Sharon at 901 247 3205

I 4, .

Hair & Skin • 759 1874

COOKS & dishwashers tor
dey. & night shifts for Moray
& Hazel restaurants Acciby
WI person Ann s Country
Kitchen
DERMATOLOGY of IA,
mounts part arm Mhos
hap 30 35res per week If
you can type work %vet with
emote hem a pheasant
upbeat altLids & alloy
eportang in a small eel run
once we want to hew from
you Please submit resume
to 300 S 119. St Sues
281W Morey Ky 42071
AM poseneat can:Wales entl
be contacted personal., for
rearview No phone calls
pleas*
DO you need a GED/ Do
you riled hope br the lu
kire and help to get a wid
career/ We hem 22 JOB
openings for people 16 lieu
21 tot are not full time hsgh
school students Call
753-9378 Five dews a week
between 800arri 3 00pin
Ti'. proyects lUnded by
to Job Training Partner
ship Act through tie Kan
tucky Department kir Ern
ploymant Services and to
West Kentucky Pnvate In
dusty Counol The s an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auclash aids and Der
roc** we available upon
request lo mclanduals %nth

deaneries
ORO/ER(3TR

Its amp*
it $
Start
here
$ 25. $ 32.mi (based on
•KO ) • Bonuses' Great
benett pig lor driver &
ferndy Top wry $ 36 • bon
uses' 23 yrs Old CDL (A)
wifezheat Cal TSL/Birl
Skies 800-307 5029 EOE
EXPERIENCED travel
aPanat needed kJ or part
one Send resume 55 P0
Box 430 Csdbertsvele KY
42044
EXPERIENCED carpenter
WI earning & finish work
Most be a perfectionist
436 2766
EXPERIENCED auto body
repairman excellent salary
and benefits Send resume
mei phone number Io P
Box 1040K 1.4ursay Ky
42071
GENERAL Laborer Re
qiarements am must be
ronest hard motor isech
able sang to work ful
time Send brief resume &
phone rumba 55P0 Box
1040,1 Murray Ky 42071

Nails • 753 1137

Nuts
WNW

10
UMW
to Y C orEl. posMons open
ke arm •sperienoe to
persoon he
Gad Apo,
raw 2•401.1 Bolt clam
04 Temosalions Rest 102

S Ilei
LPN eaperoricard pre
tared
accept Myr
grad All shies wasiable SA
or pan issall 1106 WWI
Contact Sharon at
901 247 3206
NEEDED Chemistry tutor
tor prom n Non school

750 4406

RNS needed kr sum*
mental stalleig S 11 MA
For more 'Mammon cal
Jean at 1 $00643 3790
SAFETY advisors
$2150.per me Cornpariy
we train call Mon Fri
only
lam 1pm
615 31* 4260

11140NEY11 Ina is accept
ing applications for room
attendant Housekeemng
eisPenerso tolphia bug not
necessary Please apply in
person

PART- TIME Someone to WAITRESS dancers
Isom in *cod conossmon wanted Doll House Ca*
Pars TN 901 62 4297
weekends 474 2100
PART erne office work. al
lern0Ona 5 days Ws pet
dwy year around Send is
mane 55 P0 Box 1040H
Murray Ky 42071

WEEKEND babysitter
needed in my home or
yours To inquire 759 60510

Dosoulle
& Chedesr•

wanted sum
nor 8 ball league 3 non
Imm now forming League CLEANING houses is my
begins July 18th Call business Reoble and SiBr•aktim• Billardsrelerences Cal
759 9303 tor details
Linda 759 9653
PLAYERS

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL Day shft benefits al
be rsobaion period Pro
ducton pay up to $6 61re
after 30 days with corneal Apply In potion at
Mid America Homes. Inc
Hwy 641 Bypass. Benton.
KY 42025 502 527.5006
MO America Homes eon
Equal Opportunity
Employer

LARGE eaeomive desk 6
drawers 6290 Slack
sooner swivel execueve
moss chair. $140 (2)

50 Pnme E stab

Itshed Locations
Earn $1500 wkly
Open 24 hrs
Can
1-800-200-9137
FOR sale Fully wooed
beauty shop Pleasant ko
cation deal lot single oper
489 2016 or
ator
753 7161 please leave
message
FRANCHISE for saki Es
*dished terntones in Ky
Tn II Mo 502 753 1300
SIA 6P 100 yea old indus
try. 25 yea old company
RETAIL franchise oppor
tunity, existing locations
Call
available
1 800 277-3278

159

Appliances
MOVING sale Frigidaire
icebox. Maytag washer &
ceiling fan 753-0128

BEDROOM suite 4pc , 2
twin beds with frame, 2
waterbed mattresses, 1
queen, lung with heater &
kner, color t v , 2 maple
chest. china cabinet with
light & glass shelves
492-86/5

ANTiOUES by tie piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,

Duckling

FOR sale: three piece bedroom set consisting of a
headboard and footboard,
adaptable to either full or
queen size, chest and
dresser with attached mirror, excellent condition
Call 753-4899 after 5pm or
leave a message.
HIDABED couch, $125
435-4236 after 5pm
LARGE entertainment center, cherry finish, excellent
condition, $300 Small
breakfast table with 2
chars, excellent condition,
$250 Call 759-4941 after
50'11
190

Fare
Equipment

Murray

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So
Murray.

12th

KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile. good driving record
and have own vencie insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000 516,000 or more
per year
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulator
Manager al the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

Management Trainees
Due to tremendous increase in business and
further corporate expansion,we are looking for
career minded individuals in the local area
Mora specifically, those who have a strong
desire to improve their talent and ability.
We offer:
'
Fast advancement
'Earn $325 to $400 a week for manager
trains*

'Earn $550-5750 a weak for first level
management
'Working conditions, weekdays
Excellent retirement plan
'
Mr. Hag& will be taking phone calls Monday.
Juno 26 & Tugs , June 27 between this hours of
9 a.m -6 p m

Please call the Drury Inn in Paducah at 4433313 to sot up an interview.
Not affiliated with Drury Inn.

USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759-9752
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles, Coca-Cola
Moms civil war artifacts,
stone whiskey lugs with advertising gas & oil advertising, glassware Elvis memorabilia, etc Phone
753-3633 ask tor Larry
150
Ankles
For Sale
2.4 s BFT FOR $1 00,
fiberglass $2 sheet & up
Paschall Salvage, 7. mole
past
Hazel, KY
901-498-8964

2 BOTTOM plows, 6ft disk,
5ft & 6ft bushhogs, used
finish mowers, 8n 600, 800
& 3,000 Ford tractors
502-623-6363
COTTON
753-8555

HELP WANTED Pan %me
cooK %A erne imams WI
Pen Cal 4742266
HINTON & Sons Cash &
Carry now aocepting appb
cations Ice ke one cooyeey
sakes common Mast be at
old
a vadd
West
drivers Wens* ACM*
person at 621 S MP. Si
AOKI door to DAT Foods
NEED experienced me.
charm * work on owal
mama enonak pay cons
mensularre me. rixperi
'nos Send oover leaer and
resurneloP 0 Boa 10400
tilwray Ky 42071

wagon

INTERNATIONAL Super
C* tractor in good condition ,
wheel weights, new battery. 2 row cultivators,
$2,000 753-3547.
210

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

8-4pm. 753-2446
ENCLOSED Way treater
6x10x6h high, $1000, obo
502247-87S4 after 5pm
EXTRA long twin size corn
pie* adiustable bed Wired
remote control includes 30
minute massage. $475
436-5610
FOLDING disappearing
stairways, $49 95 Big
selection of cultured marble
swili lop, cheap Paschall
Salvage, Hwy 641 vi mile
S of Hazel 901-498-8964
FOR sae almost new wed
ding dress Call 759-2541
or 759-9215 leave
message
0000 clean used lawn
mowerL clearance prices,
J D Cub. Seers & others
Hutson A9 E quip men t
247-4456
HARDWOOD flooring
$1 29 per so ft , delivered
Kin dried herdwood also
evadable 5025282124

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications lift now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday,
-Fnday, 9 am -I pm.5 pm -t0 pm.)
Starting pay rates are 55.59 for I 2 hour work schedults and 55.30for
8 and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate ol $R 58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to wort with the world's best toyrnakers.
*ate contact:
Murray F.aiployniest Ageeity
391 So. 12th Street
3
.
Murray. Ky. 42071
7911-2150
•
411 119ni Oareffeellgt resefewr

clari n
o

,C

CDs

•

A. an. 1.,-• IL71. I CZ)

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
763-0113

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

et

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you are
energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would like to
meet you.
it Food Strike Workers
dr Customer Service Workers
tr Shift Leaders
Above average starting salary. One week paid vacations
and uniform furnished.
Apply in person at she Murray Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurant EOUNI/F.

KFC
PARTS DIRECTOR
An aggressive, knowledgeable,
growth-oriented person required.
Must have working experience in
automotive related parts, acquisition and sales. Excellent
benefits: health insurance, 401K
retirement plan, uniforms, training opportunities, paid vacations
provided. This is an opportunity
to grow with us.
Respond to:

240
BOGARD Trucking and Excavating. Inc We haul top
sod, gravel, fit dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri

Tapes

Diableaa Center

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304-E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA.
CALL 753-7001.

weet
To Buy

Ihraits

/ ALPINE.
•bioddrodroswax

Computers

SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001.

NORTHWIND Mobile OFFICE or rear bolding
zoned 52 operas 1600 sq
Home Park 7639866
ft. NE corner 13Ih & Pop
kir cal 753-4001

RETAIL or Offbe Space as
S Side Shopping Center
DOWNTOWN office space 753-4509 or 753-6612
across from courthouse UNIVERSITY Square
$95/mo includrig al Wi- space available. contra
LARGE tame plums. lms Also nice USN Of ofgia, central an, sky light,
1.6:Kertne Orchard Must fices with windows,
retail andror °floe space.
order
call to place
$505/mo includsng al ull- high walk area 753-1492
7539468 or 753-4725
ties 753-1266
ask for Loretta
NEW metal song & rood- OFFICE or business 1000
wig Cover 36 out to length sq ft 308N 121h, next to
in 10 colors, galvanized Faye's 753-9212
and galvaiume Ssoondery
If wadable Portable carport kits 489.2722 or
489-2724

120

SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS.
753-7001.

Nom Lams Far ass

2 drawer tiling cabinet.
metal/wood $25 each
Armchair. red. $125
Dresser. 5 drawers. $136
7'50-4433

WILL dean houses, ma
tomb* rates reliable ser
vice. have OnehlrfIP on
Mon Tues Wed Cal Do
nese at 753 8086

Coast! lo Co..'.!

1 -600-THE-DUCK

PAY PHONE
ROUTE

ANTIQUE walnut bed,
$450 753-2791

Ug19

753-6910

MAN
Far Soh

.11116111111

DO you want a LOCAL
INTERNET dial up/ For in
formation, call 753 6807

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every cloy. including
the Shopper. for S175 a month
(paid in advance).
Pate Effective Aph 1, 1995
Cal 753-1916 for details.

Office

I

Owns*

WILL clean rouses, fee
sonable rates references
437 4064

Business on
a Budget?

`r

1111

lieseetaneaus
WANTED 10 people who
need to lose weight & make
money Io test new patented
weight loss product Phone
1.600-417-7311 for details
Cal today, call nowl
270

Pepper's Chevrolet
Olsmobile Cadillac Geo
2420 E. Wood • Paris, TN 38242
800-325-3229
Call 901-642-3900 for appointment

Ask for Doug Peppers

Mobilo
Howe For Ws
12X65 3 bedroom, newly
remodeled on 'A acre rented lot Must see at $5250
753-6012, leave message
1980 UBERTY 14x70 3br 1
bath asking $7,000
502 527-1987
1983 14x70 38R IA bath.
MI kiloton appliances. central heat, a/c, new carpet,
front dick and metal storage building Al must be
moved CM 759-2562.
1904 BUCANEER 14x52
2te 1 bath, 3yrs warranty
left Located m Fox Mea
dows $15000 759 931 t
260

Males
teams Fer RIO

HAIRDRESSER asostent
mature dependable &
licensed need only appk
Cal 7516263

yOu Ill IOW Weeks

NO

Cail For Appoint:nent
(502) 389 9370

ray

75"-hc time guarantee. all tools provided.
tree housing to those beyond local recruiting area. transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6 00/hr - cutting/housing.65.47/hr.
- setting/stripping Contact local State
Employment Service Office

•••• _
.•

Walnut Bow1SChicago Cutlery
ECICIrhill Oat( Mal

liWG Ape* Cafe Puryear
'XXX dietary experience
Tri a raw heing coots part
preferred era tam Full or
trio or tug time Apply an
pen erne daytime hours
p•rson after 11am
Contact Sharon at
goi -241P5714
901-2473205

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
7.no•

Retail MalaglIff1Srlt
ExpareeCa Required

Morton tor trearmen

AC TIVITY and Soma Cow
oinsior •aperienout pre
2Syrt
Si
vrie,
lamed eel wan rch amok
paonc• VA F HA 2 .0 ant define hags Contact
HOW warranty Cow al rout Sharon al 901 247 3206

sew
• e: a;
go., press-,

Colege Degree Or
Equralerd

711418

WO GAO 31104

•

Hela
learesd

OUTLET STORE
ASSISTANT

lihaney

49. Si

)
1PEN ;Sala Mew Aurora
Clos•O
.30•n tlpin
Mon Tam Pizza salads
-or sandeschas gyros &
vend slime Dine in or
_wry ose 47441 1 9 Of

=0

CEARAiSIFIED
IN1

Elbe

AA* 26 1166

29R

mobile home, C IV.,
maw furnished 6275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9896

38R Its* in New Con
cord. $150/mo Call
436-2427
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Wallung de
lance ID college 753 5209

NM&
Name Lam Far leo
MOBILE Home Village,
880/rno water furnished
Colerron RE 7539898
NEW pals, newer model
homes only Concrese
drives & walks Trash pck
up & cry wear Slalom
162 11488

1rNURSING OPPORTUNITIES!
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:
Med/Surg: RN's 3p-11p, 11p-7a
Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: ORT
With Experience
Psychiatric RN: 7p-7a
We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person

at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
MI C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242
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Pete
& IMP&

New
Ns Ilele

peenucarv Lab. La.
its
lard Wilsey v
apererient merited in
elided rem Weed im ii
come 36•older terwicep
• reared Equal ibueuv
O pportunity
SO2 364 NIB

CiatiuAtruit awe lane
Um peppered very good
pet kr serer weeps 9
pounce $126 4311 MOO

MA dimples lei aelle
MS 1147

1
1.2.111D
Feemellaid.
eery oese seer
Ne
p•ts
7631212
dees.713411101 afar Ipse
1113 VASWOEU. Rd . rev
Wes retry ar apt. can
trel ems We appliances
froneleil. rsp.Massa
deposit metered Call
7S71

6 bolding.
1010sq
& Pop01

e Spice n
vg Canter
3-1612

Square
I. control
14011ice specie.
753-1492

lieJRCAL Apinwaseas neer
scooping appScalions ler
°4scdi alit lass ler apt 1 2 arid lbr ROSAMOND
evarbie row* be 62 Phone 756 4964 Equal
handicap or dears Cal Housrig Opporkauty
492 S721
Of
wino, Apar,
• RRA
502 527 6674
menu now •COOlgAng awl
IBA dupes on len 210 croons top 1 2tv span
energy 'Omni No psis owe Appty in person
s285/rno •d•posit
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
753-81148 before libm
1408 Ducluct Dr
IIIR furnished apt •
1200Mvo plus deposit. no
pee. Hwy 121 at the laar
pounds 753-3139
19R. nice. wadable now
Carmen RE 753-91198
1 OR 2lar apls near downloom Murray 753-4109.

E.

lb.

apes

1 ROOM recency. very
near MSU. panel Wilma
furnished Avelabie now
Cabman RE. 753-98991 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Obri. UM** furnished
Sham kitchen, Irving room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9896.

759-0113

28R. 1 bath dupiex, wid
hookup, carport NevAy de
crated, ceiling fanw located in Northwood subdivision new 1454./. No pets.
$385/mo plus deposit &
lease. 753-4487.

Co().
42071

29R 1 bath kimished. 1
block from WU. CUTE,
roomy! Lawn care provided, 1350/mo, lease, de
posit no peel 753-8734.

_
•. 1

28R bath& A duplex, 1909
Merrell Rd. 759-1506 or
753-6266.

V Prices
iur prl-

26R duplex, townhouse,
triplex, house. appliances
furnished. Rent varies
$350- 430. Call 753-1266
tor more debits.

Audio
tesic

28R duplex, central h/a,
mailable now. $375/mo.
Coleman RE. 753-9898.

f you arc
ild like to

vacations
Chicken

28R duplex in Northwood
7564406.
28R Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat, available
now. $300/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
2BR upstairs apt. 113A S
13th St, deposit & lease,
no pats 753-6001 leave
message.
3 ROOMS & bath apartment, 502A S. 13th St,
water furnished, yard
mowed. 753-3371.

OR

;able,
uired.
rice in
, acanent
401K
trainitions
tunity

LARGE lbr apt, 2 walk in
closets, closer than dorms,
very low utilities, $225/mo 1
person. $250/mo 2 people.
753-2339 or 753-8767

DOG obersence downs or
pricer berms hbarrep '4
rows 431 21$11
FOR sale AC repeated
Dalmatian puppies
$121ma 901 362241$

Rae
Yrs
HALEY Sponse Sews
Bob Nem seer cerelled
Cal 4064266

BEAUTIFUL sectweed
Isaidwla Now
Wilms
Cmcood does wol Own its
ono, bee koM *Ow &
wipe weeibei be weades
$7.500 Call Keemered
7531222 1.-3s 300194
Mos Mips be 110a217 ii
aublomosa wad to
Oaks Country Clue
7535191
SOUTHWEST wee 14
we WON,lole. each vielh
2CCIR reed frontage, re
strict•d. 112,500
43645411 alai Spni

HOUSE an acreage 2-296
Fur
753-1300 10a• Sp,
Fer See
NICE Ser apt whirr Wa.
489-2116 7p- 10p For sale
locolod on ammo, obese
10 3 ACRES all fenced in
lawns large •c
walk tan dorms to IOU, or rentburley dirk bed 7561300, surveyed 2 barns a garage
very. very low Wiese. 2
2rival bulking.. loot shed.
ses-2111
people 64000mo, 3 people
3Ix doublerende with house
$450/mo 753-2339 or KOPPERUD Realty has root & carpool added. pond
7534767
Pews wring to pi/chose rocked islet fah Shown by
homes-al pnoe ranges If
only
NOW Wong appecations you are Ihreeng ol seeng- •ppointni•nt
for Section 8low rent hous- canted one of ow courte- 439-5648
ing Apply in person at ous and professional 33 ACRES, sICICASCI
Southside Manor. 906 agree at 7531222 or Pop fenced pasture. green
Broad St Extended. be- by Oboe at 711 Main St
house. 14x70 3br mobile
Armen earn- 12noon No
home Colemen Real Es
phone calls pease Equal MUR CAL Realty prates- tate 753-9696
None real ester menageHousing Opportunity
mint resideneat ix:intoner
VERY nioe 2br 1 bath, cen- cat(alo* us to handle your
limos
tral gm heat. electric as, real estate headaches) A
Fr 3ale
appliances furnished, cost cutting oa:upenoy im125CVmo. 1 mo deposit. lyr proving move 753-4444
1545 WHIPPOORWILL
bow;no pets 753-21)06 or
Dr , 3br 2 bath mei large
offer,
TAKE•look maw an
753-7536.
den/ fireplace A wonderful
2br be. property Mean home in a greet neighbor.
Realty 121 South Call hood CaM 753-2070 leave
753-5016
Ileum
message
Fir Rest
2BR 1 bath home on 2
1622 FARMER- 4br 1 belt
wee, has 20x24 garage &
Lab
garage, appliances,
has been remodeled, west
Property
washer & dryer. $495rmo.
of Murray, 135.000
316 N. 6th, 3br IA bath, BEAUTIFUL wooded lake 382-2485
appliances, washer & front lot, deep year around
29R 1 bath, vinyl aiding
dryer. $43CVmo. 762-4483 water, installed weer
from 8-4prn.
restricted subdivision. home, fenced backyard in
close to Murray. 759-4410 town, priced to sell at
3I3R 14 bath, appliances,
$36,000 Cal 759-1683
new carpet, new washer & JUST reduced 2 adjoining
with
total 28R 1 bath. large lot, in
dryer. CLEAN, 1 block from lake front lots
MSU,$530 lease, deposit, frontage of 2931t looking town, guaranleed housing
straight down main chan- ban evadable up to 100%
no pets 753-8734
nel. Listing features, 401 financing available Call
38R house on Poplar St. for
Grey's
dock. septic & eel. Cal 759-2001
rent 753-3300.
Kopperud Realty loday for Properties.
3BR patio, w/d hook-up, additional information on
nice yard, no pets, MLS 53000288 Call Rick 28R 2 lull baths, central
Kopperud Realty 753-1222 hia, 1,440 sq. It of hinng
$435/mo. 753-6931.
area with 512 sq ft. of
wrapped wound porch,
AAR
3v-0
rear cower patio 2 car
For Roe
Lae
garage with paved drive
Or twee
For Sale
way, excellent eel wailer,
CREEKVIEW Self-storage 2LOTS in Preston Heights, sitting on 1 we lot, localed
warehouses on Center all Webers available, lot size in country, 173,800
Drive behind Shoney's. 100x230 each 753-9741
437-4390.
$20-$40/rno. 759-4081.
2 NICE walk out waterfront 213R brick lust outside city
NEW mini- storage for rent lots on prorected oove in
sunroom, carport,
sizes. Call Neon Beach Pine Bluff Shores Excel- boner hia, $67,900 CoreMini Storage. 753-3853.
lent waver looking out on man RE 753-9896
man lake Over 200ft fron3-413Flbrick. 14 balk 1 car
tage. Reduced to $40,000
garage, over A we lot
for
both
lots
Mur
Cal
Realty
Pee
Lynnwood Estat•s,
& 3Lpples
753-4444.
170,000 4753-6561
ALL birds 8 supplies, 30% BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
38R 1 beth log home, 1250
off. Ava's Aviary 515 S 7th underground cry ubkees ineq. ft eerier hie, vaulted
cluding
gas
Last
available
St 759-4119.
menus. great room with
lot in Preston Heights, loBLUE Heeler puppies, cated behind Gatesbor- fireplace, patio area,
$62,700. 489-6075.
$30ea. 753-0602.
ough, $13,900. 753-2339.

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week -(13 week minimum)
DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP

Geo

8242

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

itment

MURRAY 753-9224
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

Sir

a dyinvites
Is who
highof-theoffer a
tat will

lel. We

a

Call for an appointment,

753-2962
Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
We Specze in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Bncit
David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Type"' e,r Refuse Service
1-800-585-6033
Ilud Stewnrt. RoioU, Wringer
KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery

1 (800) 642-7740

try

NA
,800 number first When
14 COW
you he a recorded meSsage.
Rave NMI
miler the Access Cods 86

tact:

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

TY
TER

4/53-7890 s a.m.4

42

•-•

Dom Yin,' Polo( y
y
rot the 15diutil44' 7
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are resprinsiNe kw the deductibles that Medi
cart dors not pay 5446 on part A, 5100 on rat R
Call me for Inner Infreffnanflin
FkI'FlIFtl'tNi I Alk4111 INK . I
kti 1t IF N

O.
•

p.m.

MOWS
CORTIEMI

/16.

For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs
15 Yaws Expo-lona
For Free Estimate Call

311R &plea to, sere
7531114

4. ACRES Mar Once. MO
ee ft errant central
hie barn kneed for homes
3m. south of Murray
$119 000 753 1901
ENJOY past county Wing
an 20 acres in large its
24 beiti home Just over
the ens n Teammates Pn
vale Meng Pa convenient
to Hwy 641 Priced at
1145.000 Cal-tor deers
and osciuroa Cenrury 21
Casielon Realty Co . Inc
221 Tyson Ave Pans. In
31242 901 642 9166
orl 803 467 9186
FOR Investors 2812id ft
new duplex. Fall Brook
Sub Rental income
$1100nno. Price $130,000
4928616 or 762 7221
41IR plus attached large
its apartment, herd
F-. fabulous storage,
over 2500 sq ft. now
IASU, $84,900 7534861
NEW 2 story brick home in
city. 4br 24 bath
759-2571. 435 4013 or
435-4040
FOR see 4br 34 both
older home. new downtown, 133,000 Call
753-2936
FOR sale by owner under
construceon Reedy be you
July 15th 31e, 2 bath, rnas
be bathroom has whirlpool
9ft ceilings. hardwood
floors, broom cabinets,
firepiaos. lots of closets,
3.000 sq ft vi Southwest
Vale Subeinsion CM new
at 753-4873
IS quality, special resentIlse. space and locadon
Important to you? Then
bring your bendy to see this
4br home with lots of walnut
cebnerry, winIder system.
huge roc room, study
large perking we., ba
bel court, beautiful privies
backyard with large deck
system & gazebo Immerse, possession Priced m
the 1801 CaM Frankie at
Kopperud R•alty,
753-1222

111114 NO Ow 4 elliselw
444 wel motet mosillsost
oemellein bath est at reale
$4100 Cos ear 7pre
i
ail

i91110 FORD Gown Vic
tons the
a worked out
of and runs everyday
108 XXX miles new
brakes now Ores $1 503
obo 756 9320 as 7124186
Jorrotra
1964 PONTIAC &reveries
4* now was good come
Ion $1 250 753 7203
1966 GRAND An. fully
loaded with sunroof & to.
mange 7534506
1967 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
clean Call 492 1666 saw
19116 HONDA Prelude SI
64.800 Cal 436277$
1964 OLDS Dens 84
113xxx miss new rename
seen (%Mr rlinty) 14400
750 23116 or 712-4717
1968 PLYMOUTH K car
$1,750 1967 Plymouth saa
Ion wagon K cr. $1,900
1055 Ford pck up. $1 500
436 2374
1969 OLDS Cuddles Su
prams Internasonal wham
loaded. 17.XXX miles
great looking superior
handtwig. $6.000 moot
able 753-9614 Gem 5pm
753-8290 after Spin
1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro
50.1300ne 3 1, V-6. k blue
alum wheels, a/c. pen
locks, lot cruise, very dean
car, $8.300 obo 759-9973
1992 HYUNDIA Elantra
M. Sep, sunroof, low
miles, excellent condemn.
salung 15,800 759 1410
1993 FORD Escort 4ce
blue. auto, 39.XXX maws,
65,900 1992 Buick UsSa
bre limited. champagne
with leather, 38.100(
113,500 753-5600
1993 NISSAN Aliens GXE
due. 4.300 miles, excellent
oorxhion 753-4048
1994 PONTIAC Grand Am
red. CD player. 3.XXX
miss, 111,500 7565600
ask be Debbie after Scam
753-6433

NEW Xs homes priced in
70's & OD's, financing wail- CHRYLSER LeBaron conable, will consider trade vendee, 1986, black. 4cyl.
nest waft cassette on
753-3672 altar Spin
gine 8 soft top work
NEW affordable homes, needed. $1,200 firm
2-3br in city. Stare at 'rid 753-2429
50's, linenong availabie,
payments less Man rent
Sharp 19Cavalier 714.
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
57,000 miles. AM/E1.1
curbs & al underground
cam.. A/C. P/B. P/S.
urges 753-4444
tilt, cruise, sunroof.
NEW home, Coles Campwheels.
15.503 or
ground Rd 3br 2 bath. cenOBO 502-436-5496
tre gas & electric, 1900aq ft
IrrirPg area on 122 acres,
nice C.all Mut Cal Reeky
753-4444
WALK to crass. IASU. basketball. McDonakis and
tie Dairy Queen and sell
int on one of Murray's 1990 FORD Aerostat Ed
most beautiful steles On die &Met Edison. $6,&K)
Okve Blvd ,we have•Stir 3 502-474-2796
bath house, 2 slaty horne 1992 DODGE Caravan
with formal living & dining one owner, 36.XXX miles
room, tan* room with fire- 111.900 7561620
pleas, newly remodeled, dl
whise kitchen with beautiful
plus a hi slurry
Price reduced- immediale
poiresaion 4 large beaud
kit lots all with trees on 19419 RED seepage Cher
Gresborough Cal Pew rolet pick-up, 13,000
Waldrop 753-9662 or 753-2791
75.37249
1970 FORD pelt-up, V-1,
auto, $960 FI59-1620
1978 JEEP Cherokee,
11.800 or trade 7560602

Leave Message

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding
000,3, vwidows. oixy Track 8 Trolleys. and Insulator
kw Metal Buildings
Office (502) 489 2122
Home 1507) 489.2724

1990 ELAM Dodge Ram
1918 YAMAHA Warrior Charger, 4x4,
excellent
360. re& etre. tuns good, oondelon, priced
to eel
looks good, must WI. 7534706
11.700 Cal after earn
1990 CHEVY 306, VI
4/19-2120
mule. pt. is/c, LW* Owe.
1990 KATANA r= peal 17,250
409-2522 alter
oanditon. 12,400 with her sioni
inet 7562002

Whot a Way to Start the Week!!

Dial Now

Advertise i-lerR!
Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only *12 per week?

Daaal 740t-21 Dll
AT
Ask for Karen or

Melissa

Canowri County Are I Rescue Squad

753-6952

Hsi= Hai=

Illearepase

FOR Nee bp ewer 3 or 1994 TIMBERWOLF
ebr 24 eaPa. 9-106ewe $2160 763 2791
ings harilliseed Owe ewe
pee berate weeper
bath 1644 wilialler be*
Ned
room tots at dams In
Smeheest school delricr
▪ orty Abase an 2 wee 1971 OLDS VI *di aoc
with WOO shop leas we mese 91 EU mese very
dos nem Call now at dependebie 697S obo
7534673
7133900

492-8723

Butterworth lid (Hwy 299)
Murray, KY 42071

I

MO MUM pee 41110arc
escreeer
INPOIn dlls.ds
sembeen alas% SI 40
716 1410
TOvOTA 4.4 amen
as Sep den 71 X sX
ewers nee wee 96 000
aw OaISM

Reduced To Sell
Three bedroom, two bath,
central heat/air, built 1994,
2,500 sq. ft.
Super Nice

Call Mur Cal Realty

753-4444

BOATS be rent cell be
MOOS and hinds Woo Alit
Salm 7533947
BOOS Pkineing Sermon
inseeleson and tapas at
titlark guisrant••0
793 1134 or 436563.'

ieei PAT14FINDER 4.4
39W wiles loaded red
new Weise & lees celkier
phone nokaded $16 WO
7136339

BUILDER nos homes at
damns wages OfilnanD
sewing at $2 a square 11
Sorry no tooter or cabinet
maker Tripp Williams
753 0363

1904 MAZDA 93000 SE
VI II IJOIFIA mews
S mood bedew 28W
rem werrerdly $10 SOO
abo 76re 9010
FOR sate INS Chevy
Severed° !lack & gray with
gray interior loaded
/9 XXX mess 527 5294 el
be Sprn

BUSHHOGGING Gerdere
plowed deed Orkeareys
Wit Jones
graded
437 4030
BUSH4OGG1NG blade
work leeni mowing I wee
clewing 489 1077

CARPET & Upholstery
FOR sale 1971 1 ion doww.g Specael 17500
per room f tee Scow/Gard
Chevy reedier needs me
D •odoi , t , eg
tor fast sell $2 000 •
I 502 436 2664
64279.8 erre message
and number
CARPORTS to, can and
soaks Special OM lor
mobs hone boars Rye
510
and es E a Mien! cedar
Don high quality eacellent
Ompate
value 140,
1 41 759 4664
22F T BONANZA candor
CARROLL S Custom psi
be sale new uphoiestry
den seng rader blade
12.000 43741.36
work bush hopping lois
22FT CAMPER/ trailer
r••
esimates
skimps 6 roof air
502 492 8622
474-0116
CHIN Chins Cliliein•y
COACHMAN 1979 can
Sweep* has ICY% senior
per, 5111 wheel encelent cozen cheootrie W. sel
condition 43$ 4664
chimney caps and screens
4364191
• Nam
178 FT ARROWGLASS
ski boat 1401p VO 130(1)
753 1404 or759 9240
1960 VIP 1611 MON about
90hp Joleison. looks good.
nee grew. WI equipment
included, $1 700 obo
750 9196
1986 17F T Thundercrah
slu boat 140hp IA) looks &
runs great $4400 sm at
Mansard Island Resort
901 642 5690
1990 CHAMPION bass
boat dual console 16k
kept inside & loaded
$15,000 436-2242
HYDRO Sport teas boat
1511. new moo & carpet 2
depth finders live well
cooky, 50hp Joieson troll
mg motor. $93,500
474 2003
SEADOOS 948P, 13,875
1993 GTX 3seater $4750
1963 XP. 14,475 1919SP,
12.796 437-4723

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers "cm
Wuels Recovery &Array
436 5660

J C 14/C-4811 Cowes nee
dery annual srpeceso
end perm amoral reseise
nonce Ai .1 & C Ala
Anted Hwy 80 East at
ennwers & West el Harem
Cal Wore yaw Gore en
1 502 527 2208
KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING kallie your MS
new sow with Formai AI
colors tree estimates
*AAP s Recovery Morey
KY 4.36 5560
K K PAINTAKI bee me
were 20mwe sastononot
correct Rai Kerwin Call
75.3 4.31 2
LAMB Brothers Tree Sper
ince 502 436 5741,4
LAMB S Tree Service Pee
Inniming & remora Asia
rip sr 436 2210 Rai
LARRY'S awe bidets
Regrets Senesces end re
per tor all makes and mod
ski eeechisers charn
sews and mowers Prompl
dependable wears a1
work purer's*, voilh cher
20yrs •spererce INca up
and revery wriable Ike
nem 492 6637 altar Spin
492 8348
LAWN can nisiclop & tun
wing 4362828
mowed
LAWNS
(502)759 3133
LEE'S Carpet Clowilnal
carpets upholstery tree
esernees 713-6627
LICENSED be sectic and
gas 753 7203
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION • IMANTINANCE carpentry pore
rig electrical siding Whet
a p1
mint
I
(502)436 2819 lax or
incearn avast

CUNNINGHAM S Healing MULCH delivered Array
and Cooeng Service Corn area 4365.340
peer ristallsecri and sow
vic• Call Gary at PAINTING int era ell
types of home tepee free
759 4754
estimates Call anytime
CUSTOM bulldozing and 436 503.2
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 alter 4prn PL.UMB/NG repairman with
same day service Call
Horace Shale
4365.265
cleaning
Ra
DAVID S
PRE
SSURE omiung vinyl
MSS We dean vinyl brick
drive ways sidewalks 'no houses house ewers free
bit homes RV 759 4734 earners Cal 480 2375
REIACX/ELIMO and Wowono* repro. Cell we be
all your construction
needs. Service' Pro.
HANDYMAN Service Cal 710-1 774.
from 8 5 tree seenates
TODD Rooting tree epee
r•altors ar•lcorn•
maws cie 4928667 day
436 2722
or night
DRYWALL hnishing re
pars ackasons aid Wow
bripp oirings 75.3 4761

•

j*
". r

('
‘1
cusiow ISTCM. CRAM T•
C
ON MODOPOOM003
Al Types Or

2 - 1992
Yamaha
Waverunners
500CC excellent
mechanical condition. $5,500 for
pair with trailer or
$2.800 each without trailer OBO
502-436-5496.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge barring landecapna. mulching & mulch hal
mg, gofer craning Chien
LIP Junk.9wasOl Odd lobi
also Al househld moving
Free esernews Tbe Lamb
4364744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump rrnovai wee spree
ing. sewn° Murray. Cabo
way County since 1960
Free seemates 436 2247
or 492 8737

Custom Woodworking
end

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•

• Onop By And See Our SnOn.000
,
0 •
Ne %own rem Alsaus Sewn Mese
75.1-5940

C. *-1N2-....0
1 0,1.-•
We have been your custom builder n the
past We we now expanding our busaloSS
to better meet your needs In addition la
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Eareetee: 113-4343

M & M Remodeling
Service
A

Proleseicsaal Service

Specistiziag ia

Kitchens & Bathrooms

A and A Lamb's lawn mow
wig, ape hauling. tree ern
mmg lierk 4362529

To blip yes Wm rom Kew Sieben or &threes

ALCOA vinyl wing & trim
RdIdacemere windows Be
Speed 102.0103

les free quer as reamildeag.

ALL around heisting mow
wig, pee %wk. pre dean
up, dewing out guars
Joe 436 2867

ANTIQUE minolong. but
metre repair II custom
vroodeedene 7534061

ar. nal Dr.

IMMO' Sermon core
peer teureleteens meet
eyelleira R H lesebil Can
seuslien Priem 402 06 94
sew 112 rnt

10111 CHEVY era ve re*
red be.saes and osOmmt.
leaded up very clean
7531111

AU. carpentry 15yrs Imp
loundedons Webs sere
slut drivemays
rernaleang repersM
buid
artled 409-2214

7

9

MONDAY. JUNE is. 19011

hOUPIMAY LEOGEN • TIMES

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Facing Paned by 3 mew
manufacturers Al work
and pens wernereed Ask
for Andy at The AO0sence
Worts 753-2456
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Karcher) Woetinghouso
Whirlpool 30. yews eir
p•rt•nc•
BOBBY
HOPPER, 431.3440
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN *epic oink
InsliMMIon. roper. replace
ward 719-1616
SACKHOE gismos - ROY
HU- Ospac NNW.*OW
ways. hosing buridelles11,
411114
er

Call 753-6869
°Aim \Jh Broa.
_topr
Free

Tier

Trw
Lendscpre;

Eames

241W Sow

abIN Tree Service aw"smu
Hey Train;
amnia1 Opersid By TIM LAUB
Le:snood S insured

5024364744 • 1-800-548-5262

•-•

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs • Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Yews Experience
Fres EstImstos
cal hisurkm
502-3544537 or 802-362-7606

410r
re

•ria,

10

YUMMY 1.1001EM a INES

I
•
a

•

•
t

ACCarr CaMart mom no
am Oran aania.
too
••• • ameanias
%saw • amble Moo sw
obit Fro* **name,*
474=7
si amt.11111 proem iri
wean inesionar cora
•mniai Sonia GLOM, C.
'134433

NIB

-JCalloway Republican Party holds meeting

Othind

Caneaatmap. FRU alispea
Usa
Onespai 11111.119•11. IMMO lig Cana Ina Se Ma
porton. sal* law $ eagles
V.44 **Owe
dohs amissaa mina Ilwas
Mrs onanerar aws asa
HIVE Wane ami sawn•
son Fla MI
mbar nossoi Moe lino
W000 VCR w4Waolne mom rasasar, pill
"Ws cainaantera
716-47011
wawas law ill 12 Is
Imo asaiwairs 1i101130
WM.tun

SJAIEWAY T. & Skov
Hoona..al imádsle

600.11.11 Rem as
maillia

Daly

Othins

04 "wet

wi3 SAW

Samnassa
ail.~1.0. props vilfelly
21 Woos LocanSed on

'.4f Gra,Co

shoed bloname waist*.
•469C

111 •
1110
,

FREE bollani C.W Mot
530 al 4304013
FREE yuppie a town
pan Shoo/mud • part
Chow Cat I0i 44.6 7•47
star Seri

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Talented students to be
at MSU for summer camp

•

orty four shildren from II West
participate in
Ncritia..ky schools
camp
summer
next week at
Lal
N-PCL
qurray State University
The 1995 Educauunal Talent
N.an h Simnel Camp is planned
-le 27-29 from 9 10 am to 2 p m
the MSU campus Stuciertu in
. ades six through eight v.ill partici:te Schools to be represented
Lisle Benton Middle. Calloway
•unty Middle. Carlisle Middle.
arm Ekmentary. Fulton County
Middle. Hickman County Middle,
; owes Elementary. Mayfield Mid.1e.
4 North Marshall Middle. South
%larshall Middle and 9.'ingo
iementary
Educational Talent Search is one
‘4 the three federal programs which
.omprise TRIO at Murray State
i Jucauonal Talent Search serves
soung people in grades6through 12
and adults The program helps people front low income families and
ho are first- generation college
hound students to understand their
cducaus)rial opportunities and options through assistance such as
,:urnculum planning. career planning and financal aid preparation
In addition. Talent Search serves
adults who want to pursue or reenter postsecondary education
Adult parucipants receive individualized assistance with admissions
and financul applications and ACT
preparation. according to Odelsia
Ttxtan. durctor.
We anticipate a fantastic diversity of personalities. strengths and
expentrice in the group of students

coming from all over West Kentucky.- Tonan said. 'Emphasis on
community and .we-ness will be
woven into this ye.ar's theme Explonng the Sense-ational World
of Communicauons,' she said.
-Ilse idea moving this theme is
that communication is enhanced d
one becomes more aware and more
fully understands the information
gathered through the five senses.
This awareness and understanding
facilitates the process of making the
expression result in an accurate
impression on others. We believe
this is a realistic targeted area of
growth when developing effective
adolescent communication skills.'
Transportation is being provided
by the Fulton County and Marshall
County boards of education.
Activities planned include games
designed to build trust an academic
scavenger hunt using photography
to making an impression on others;
producing a music video around the
sense of touch: and producing a
newspaper.

SPECIAL NFFin
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
aint.r70~7;Of arm atliCaNal

The atastarig of the Calloway
Cooley Rectibiscas Party was called
to order by Clumnans Rai Ball at
the Calloway County Public Library.
Recordiag Secretary Kum Cotusgham mad die asmuses of die
previous meeting which were approved.
In the absence of the treasurer.
the report wasgiven by Ball and was
filed for audit.
Ball 21111041111Ced that die last meeting. a breakfast meeting at Shoney's. was not a business =aunt an
no business was discussed.
Each person was asked to introduce themselves so die membership
could become baser acquainted. At
the conclusion Ball Doted that a
common theme was present in each
persoe's background which is to
help others in addition to their
Republican background.
Other papers included an agenda
for each person. A list made up from
suggestions of the membership
from the previous meeting, for
objectives of the party were listed
on a separate page. Other pages
included a list of VS General Election Candidates of the Republican
Party including pertinent addresses
and phone numbers. There were
several pages of Forgy/Handy Campaign Finance Information and contribution limits for various campaigns, and finally, an invitation to
the Kentucky Young Republican
Federal State Convention Dinner
July 8 at the Ashland Plaza Hotel,
Ashland, Ky. with a reception at
6:00 p.m. and dinner at 7:00 p.m.,
RSVP's to be made to Jay Adkins,
Chairman. Greenup/Boyd YR's
60(,-324-2474 or 606-329-8033.
William Fandrich, member of the

Republican Suds Bascalthe Commum yoke briefly wpmg memhen to pet behind the party candidata.
Ball mad iesignalimas how Tom
Mawioner. wessurer sad Doyle U.
Wdbains. vice-chainnan, both effective lam 12 whidi was accqued. Nanthetions were called
and William M1'111620 scathed the
office of wawa'-until March mid
at that time Mulligan will accept the

Present war Michael Heasun.
Herbert Frederick. Carl Brantley
Horner Bullard. Sandy Hicks. Jan
Erkman. Glens Shull. V anncua
Bullard. Jackie Oliver. Tummy San
den. Edward Hellas, Mar)
Hawks. Randolph Allen. Roy Pen

ley. Jr. Maryone Peale". Louis W
Ohm. Tom Woods. W arren L
Boughton. Helen I Boughton.C W
Cooper. Kim Cottinghain. Ron Ball
Norms Harrell. William Mulligan.
Bill Fandrch. Dan Rodden and
others

HOROSCOPES

TUESDAY.Jt NE 27. 1995
(bur your personalized daily leane Dison horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-9/01-77/t8. Your phone company will hill you 99
Youth Chairmanship. klulligas was
cents a minute.)
formerly Legislative Assistant ie
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE What is done is done. Stop torturing
the House of Representatives and
NEXT YEAR(W YOUR LIFE: A your spins with guilt and self-cntiCampaip Manager in ',Maims. financial or business boom looks cisrn. Stand on your
own two feet to
He amends Murray State Universiry.
likely. Joint endeavors produce the avoid dependency situations. Say
The Chairman announced that a
Largest gains. Welcome a more ha,- "yes- to life and take Joy in your
vice chairman will be nominated at
atmosphere at work. Your accomplishments.
the neat meeting. Ball also mid we
special
and dedication to duty.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Break
make you stand out at promotion into the clear and run for the money
need a volunteer to gain guidence
time! Be very discreet if romance Putting your creative and artistic talthru the State Headquarters. Herbert
blooms in the office. A rash involve- ents to work will fatten your bank
Frederick was nominated and
ment could jeopardize all you have account. Reaffirm your decisionelected the 4 Star Chairman. HOMIN
worked so hard to attain.
making skills. Diplomacy helps you
Bullard was appointed Events
CELEBRITIES BORN ON resolve a financial dispute.
Chairman. Jan &kitten was apTHIS DATE: educator Helen
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
pointed Voter Registration ChairKeller. actress Julia Duffy. -Captain Let someone who has overstayed
man and was asked to get someone
Kangeroo- (Bob Keeshan). pool their welcome know it is time to
to act with her as co-chairman. champ Willie Mosconi.
depart! Procrastination could prove
Helen Boughton was appointed
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): costly. Return phone calls and
Communication Chairman. Bullard
Worrisome issues could arise in answer letters promptly. A practical.
and Charles Cooper will assist in
connection with a family member or commonsense approach will prevent
coordination of phone lists.
elderly friend. After today. you will regrets later on.
Ball and Bullard gave State and
have a better idea of what needs to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
District News. It was announced
be done. Those in the arts or enter- 21): An unusual experience makes
tainment world prosper.
that a fund raiser will be held for
this a wonderful day. Your family
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): will do you proud. Spend more time
Larry Forgy on June 29 at the
Speculative financial ventures look with loved ones. Sharing a secret
Paducah Country Club.
promising. Just remember, there are with a close friend will make you
It was announced the Republican
no guarantees. Self-discipline is feel more cheerful. Be open to sugParty was invited to be in the
essential if you want to make the gestions.
Freedom Fest Parade.
most of your creative gifts.
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
The wit county election will be
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Tie up loose ends, then launch a
held 90 days before the election.
Confusion at work could be due to campaign to solve a financial probOther infoanation was that Jim
unreliable employees or the adoption lem. Lunching with an old friend
Corsey is the director of the State
of new methods. Conduct your own will revive memories of the past. A
Republican Party.
research. Those with specialized romance can be re-ignited if that is
knowledge deserve a fair hearing.
what you really want.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Try not to resent someone whose Pay overdue bills now. Otherwise.
idea is better than your own. Disor- you could get caught in a credit
ganized or negative thinking could squeeze. Closer attention to detail is
interfere with progress. Do not essential if a project is to succeed. A
believe everything you hear from a budget revision will reduce family
disgruntled co-worker.
tensions. Set a good example.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): BehindPISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
the-scenes discussions could More and more people are entering
improve a domestic or work situa- your life. Marrying or finding a haption. Family life becomes much pier home environment could
more fulfilling. Teamwork is easier become a top priority. Make a fresh
to obtain both at home and at work. start at work. Joining forces with
Plan a simple but nutritious dinner.
like-minded associates ensures
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): speedy advancement.
HELEN BOUGHTON photo

Pictured at a recent meeting of Calloway County Republican Party are,
from left, Randolph Allen, Kim Cottingham, Dan Rodden, Michael Henson, Gloria Shull, Ron Ball, William Mulligan and Herbert Frederick.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are warm and sympathetic. well-liked by
almost everyone they meet. An aura of compassion and concern leads others
to confide in them. Somewhat shy as youngsters. these Cancerians will blossom as they reach maturity. Parents never need to worry about their straying
too far from home. Even after they grow up and marry. these Cancerians
will visit their folks frequently.

Auto Air
Conditioner
Checked & Serviced
No Need To Swelter
In July

Buffet Special Good At
Murray • Paducah • Draffenville

Beat The Heat
Call Ruthie's Today!
• Original Crust

Ruthie's Univetsity BP Station
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Film Points • Murray • 753-5782
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OTHER SERVICES:
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• Tun* Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter & Alternator Work •
TransmInslon Fitters, Seats & Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint
Work • Fuel & Water Pumps• Radiator,
& Heater Work • Drive
Shaft. Sell interstate Batteries• New Tlres• Full & Self-Serve Gas•
Make Service Calls & Much More.
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
By Peter H Gott MAI
DEAR DR (A)TT My mother her
mother and aunt sere all diagnosed
tooth pernicious anemia No my doe
tor says my 812 kart is very kas and
I II hate to base injections once •
month for life She also says three s a
test I cart take to determine whether
or not I have pernicious anemia
Should I take the test or Just have the
shots' Please tell me something
about this condition and its prognosis
OF.AR READEFt some people are
born with an inhented deficiency of
- intrinsic factor.- a protein that
allows absorption of vitamin 1312 from
the diet In the absence of adequate
812. pernicious anemia will develop
The disorder is marked by anemia
tingling of the extremities mental
changes ,including confusion and
dementia , and ill health
You appear to be the recipient of a
serious genetic deficiency Without
812. sou will become sick
Fortunately, the antidote is both
safe and inexpensive monthly 8I2
injections When given in this manner.
812 enters your body and can be used.
ahout intrinsic factor even being a

factor 'Thus sith thr •hot• •.,_
nemer develop pernicious anemia
although inductors air to make ar
open and shut air tight diagnosis 1
don t belies, that you sill suffer bs
nut having the definitive examination
called a Si-tiding test *loch is elprn
1,1%e
If your doctor is willing to treat you
on the basis of your family history and
low 812 level go kit it Nith this ther
am your prognosis is excellent
To Wye you TOR information I aftl
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Fads I Vitamin. and
Minerals Other readers who *mild
like a copy should send $2 plus a long
self addressed stamped envelope to
PO Box 2433. New York NY 1016!
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR (OTT I suffer from
Paget s disease Is there any treat
ment or a possible cure'
DEAR READER Paget • disease
causes areas of rapid bone turnover
islands of bone that degenerate and
regenerate too quickly to permit ade
quate calcification The end result is
weak and brittle bone that fracture,
easily
If the areas of Paget s disease are

.1 •
at the •kull ihut IS fr,si
occur but if the diseased areas tone
irt aright hearing bones frai tures are
...merlon The ti...101..•• .• made to
r•s• ard .r sorro
hood tr•t•
instant-es Nap.%
There are set cral drugs to treat
Ito/tin and
Paget sdisease thwflt
etidronate N hen gi•en ,r1 proper
dime• thew pre% ription meditations
retard the rate of bone turnoser and
allow calcifi alum to take piaci'
Patients w ith Paget • disease
should n rr% opinion be under the
Carr of end.. nnolog,ist• or orthoprdis
surgeon'.
.sa arsoo t1* i I an Kehl,/ kto.s.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT M D
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Grand keprescniatisci wet
Sew Prosokrise Community was
Phyllis Iltnn Illinois, Barba, •
skatroyed ns fire the morning of
Flynn. Canal /one. and kJ •
June 2
Sykes. Tetas Amu Flinn ai
Murras Moose I sdge No
nn watson. nit- inhere ai
Assist
so.
S200
has
21111
awarded
Frames Churs hill. niother ad%
ships to Tonta Carroll. daughter
sor. also attended thc (Ora , '
of Mr and airs lommy Carroll.
session
and Brad Barnett. sort of Mr and
Yorra seen ago
Mrs Mat Barnett, hodi gradual
lw s ionsuus lion
tonua.t
A
High
ing seniors at Murray
Almo Shiloh kited in Callow a
S.hks4, to attend Murray State
Counts has heen let l's the kci
I niscrsits. assording to Ken
tusks Depannient of Ilighaas
Adams. got emir of the lodge
FN. toted in a photo tos Sta"
thirty "ears as*
'Noble Vs f a ltiC I al
Photographer
Brown C Tusker, assistant
approximately 100 hos. floe
contracting offker of East Fort
Calloway Counts at the .
Claris Riser Watershed ('rinser
returned home from sAt oz4 hos
sans%
t. said that aids
St l
were opened June 2 tor water - of lAisodsraft trip to
the.
there
While
22
June
Mo
%shah will
retarding sotature
attended St I OW% f. aftlIttals an
he los.alcd near Coles ('amp
Philadelphia Phillic. night tes‘,
(',round Chur.h ahout three miles
hall garnc. %looted the its 41
northwest 01 %tunas this is the
other isoints ot interest 1 h. .
fourth sous Lure to be built in (*al
%used at the 1 MC A
Ii'was Counts
aliaterro
of
1
Inane
Murrat
Mrs (' It (41%101,1 pies.- lit, '
assembly So I') I )(di( of the
a program on ••11le (,lorious t .11
Raintaoa for Girls. was appointed
ing at a meeting of
A %UR ution ol College Prishst,
run Church held at the home
Mn Alfred I indict
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jute 20, the 177th day of NYS There are 18K
days left in the year
Sit AIM% !
Today's Highlight in History
Ahd
Five years ago President Bush, who had sampaigned tor office on a
artit. f
Old
pledge of "no new uses," OfWeded that tax in leases would hase to
th, .1•1%,.. •
tato
be included in any delicit-redus.tion pa.. Lige v.orked out with songreSsional negotiators. African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela
I'..•
+.11
!.
addressed the U.S. Congress, asking for "InateriAl revisurties•• to
t • ••
',•?hasten the end of white -led rule
in
gathered
of
honiose‘uals
One year ago: Hundreds of thousands
•• r
New York City to commemorate the 25th annisersary of the Stonewall
"
,
ti
Ft
Inn riot, considered the birth of the gay -rights mos(-mem An Israeli
.•
1
w
he
hen
shot
alone
acted
ish
had
settler
Jew
commission found that a
and killed 29 Muslims in a Hebron mosque, rejecting Palestinian
claims of a conspiracy.
Thought for Today • - A straight line is the shortest in morals as in
Edge‘A ,,rth. English no,. elist t1767-184Y).
matherniti.,"

Tee _rears age
Murray was but out tubs,in the
',500 auk ink of S..stitans Her
Aar Cara tan as it masje its was
a Its the
10 Furl AP Hill
11th National 140% S,14141 of
America lamtiotee The group
stopped here June :c for an hour
with 13arein kclses. diresaw of
Natsonal Ssouting Museum, and
other ksial
Pictured it Rands Thurmond of
Marta), with his artist's entra lot
the 1411.to N,11110t1.41 Post (Mae
Calendar
mar and
Mae Catherine
Milkr Alexanska were married
May 25 at First t nited Methodist
Church
Brad Skinner. Callowas Coon
ty High Sshool Aker. has signed
a basketball and as adenti. %chi,
larship with fires,'a College.
thaenshom He is the son of M.
Pat Skinner and Keith Skinner
Twent, 'ears ego
Murray -Calloway Counts
Senior Citizens are pic- tured in
front of two "F-riendship Quiltsthey made and quilted Thes pre
sented the quilts to Verona (Oro
gar, does tor. and Pros Harris
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Wtfi HAVE I LET LtfE GET
A FEW CLOTHES A FEW
S0 COMPLiCATED?? AS SOONI-1
ToILETRIES WHAT ELSE DO
,
I REALLY NEED BESIDES
AS I GO HOFAE,ILL CLEAR
Liattoirs IP 7tilS HOTEL ROOM, OUT niki CLOSETS' ELIMLNATE
ALL PILES OF PAPER'

r

r

rI

-INCREDISLE NOW EffiClEala
'rLL viSit MUSEUMS' AltEND1
BECOME tofu+. I'M 130C
THE BALLET WRITE LETTERS
ITO LOVED ONES' THROW DIN- MILES &QIN FROM fori LIFE
NER PARTIES' SPEND WALL- 1
TN TH•HE WITH FAY DOG AND
LiUE A MORE BALANCED ENRtCH,N(y STRESS-FREE LIFE'

116511:4cH'sc-KTcH

•
•
SOr1-11
• A (1.1 a a 2
VA K
•.1 6
•(1,1 4
The bidding:
South
North East
West
1•
Pass
l'ass
Pass
4.
2
1 NT
Mc
Opening lead 7-- king of chili,.
This famous hand occurred in
the 1948 European Championship
during the match between Norway
and (;reat Britain West was S .1
Simon, author of the classic "Why
You laise at Bridge." and East was
the British star Terence Reese
Reese missed his cue, as he him
self relates, hut it is likely that most
players would have done the same
thing Simon cashed the K • A of clubs
— East playing high -low -- and led
a third club which Reese ruffed. Reese

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
HE SC-i5FC)'iTpIE.
DOHR
U H2 LOH/UZI:Cr? IF I LET
HIM ()kyr
"-r-i3DGF1g
.
NOW,NEUwANTs TO Go
-THINK
ou-rstce
ScRATcHING, IS OK I

V 96 4
• 10 7 5 3'2
A K 10 S 6

WHV DON'T k,k:U GO OUT'

141,111 HIM. li-tAT wAV,
He:LI -TRir+c %,43u wane
GOING co'ammo/
AND 1.4Jorwr
CONNECT
GX-RFTICHNG
73"FiE OPEN
DOOR.

a heart
then retur:
The Norwegian declarer won the
heart. crossed to durnity with a dia
mond.took a trump finesne, returned
to dummy with a diamond, took a
second trump finesse, and so made
four spades his only losiers were
two clubs and a ruff
Theriameseriea of plays occurred
:it the second table, where the En
Oath declarer also made four spade.
The deal was thus a standoff, but
Liter received wide attention because
both Easta could have defeated the
contract by making an extraorch
nary play
East can stop the contract by
discarding a diamond at trick three.
instead of ruffing the third round of
clubs' Declarer can then reach
dummy only once, and — since he
requires two trump leads from
dummy to stop East from making
two trump tricks— he must go down
one
The contract is easy enough to
defeat on paper But at the bridge
table, where second thoughts don t
count, practically any player hold
mg the East cards would ruff the
third club and then start thinking of
what to do next
The hand is an exceptionally fine
illustration of why you can t afford
to play the game mechanically
Never relax'
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.1.
more than pm soca
the courage to do what is
...lira to get the prixist's all nu,
lyweda need — and deaerse
Head my lips: len sour so
lawn that unless it's an emer
gency. please don't persist
ringing the doorbell beo Milt!
you could he napping or what
ever. If they are so aria/1.11..1G..
and or stubborn that tho
ignore your request. lel theo
ring, let them ring. ler
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39 UK Ptii
40 Rye, r
German.
I He portrayed
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terry
Pasteur
44 17:41W
5 — Bunny
46 Coreputio
9 Word with
at:of
48 Smartest
12 c
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SO ConvJtse
53 Ok•naaian
-- on Me
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seaport
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iic
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SS Ptlfrte
15 Former Jets
coach
series
17 Ma s partner
57 Cooking pot
18 "Norma '
61 Netherland-,
19 Urian
commune
21 Scottish old('
of th.enn
62
23 Ac'
64 Music/4'
annaing
instrument
27 Hebrew letter
65 A Beatty
Hoover
28 J
66 Gincinnat
29 Joker
67 - and file
31 Basoc labbr
34 Marc ma Clarii
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2 Labor org
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0171 If
It

9 Weirder
10 Toothed
wheel
11 Secluded
valley
16 Of nerves
20 Dogs hand
22 Pocono ID
73 &arena*,
formally
24 Eves mate
25 Gooier If)
i•
26 Escape
30 'Foust'
author
32 Taman
33 Food
Flecntreff,
36 Big — (dodo
Mitres
41 Refrained
from owing
43 Maio
46 Dainmong
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e
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52 'The King
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dog.
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dog.. %ere hitt ;moped% It-AM...11
tor belosoal roll sc eller s ••••t,
named Ellie Mae.
Atihie Nine Ihiketti .led,14r11,11,
I a-iirge and 4 ;rat'.
DIANE. la it *ISE BP 0.1.1Sa,N
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DEAR DIANE: Yours is one of
many letters I have received in
defense of rottweilers. Rend on
for another letter praising
them:
DEAR ABBY I read soor 4.-1
f•
uirtiriabout roltuellers
iivar old rottrieiler named 1:111,4 F Ila
i. ii his Mg. IllI 11N,Und rater ale
will kiss on command and will high
rise anyone whi, asks'
Although I Ilse in the I ''untrs
wit w..11-sociall/cd if
riots
Atlanta She has Assays loved (hal,
drool and will play Frisbee a ita
anyone whoa interested
Moat people fall in lose a ith tier
gentle. ahoss stealing qualities
rained her to he it gentle el MI pill f I i.e
HMI she is quite ornpls tho hoar duo
I have ever had'
Anyone ran make an /Imolai of
penman , mean It is human,. abo
this. art plemie don't Judge this aim
(Ireful breed by the lea who make
headlines
SHEILA MARY HOFFMAN.
ELLIJAY,';A
DEAR SHEILA MARY: I'm
trying to he fair and nonjudgmental. but my mail concerning
rettweilers la running about 00to.I against the rottweilers.
Berri.

•

C illiepleasr
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NOM A Johnson. U. South Cherry Street. Marra). does' Saterdey.
June 24. 1995, at 6 am at his home
He was a retired carpenter Born Jan 10. 1907. in Calloviay County. he was die sae of die late Woodson Johnson and Pearl Futrell
"chasm Also preceding hini in death were four brothers. Jobs Thomas Johason. Bruce Jainism. James G Johnson. and Warren Johnson
Survivors include his wife. Mrs Adell Cowan Johnson. to whom he
was married on March Ut. 1932. two daughters. Mrs Marione
Anthony and husband. Joseph. Yellow Springs. Ohio. and Mrs Wroth. Stubblefield and husband. Rob. Toledo. Ohio. one son. Perry Johnson and aife. Frances. Murray. three sisters. Mrs Nob ur Had and
husbead. Or.in, and Mn LOIS Palmer and husband, Henry. Harvey.
III . and Mrs Cora McGehee. Detroit. Mi.h . a sister-in-Law. Mrs
Ives Crockett. Chicago. Ill. a brother in-law. Leon Cowan and wife.
Cora. Canoe City. Nev . seven grandchildren. ill great granckhildren.
several nieces. nephews and cousins
The funeral will be Wednesday at noon at St John's Missionary
Baptist Church. where he was a member The Re. Norris Mills will
officiate Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery
Friends may Call at Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home from 6 to 8
pm Tuesday

Mn. Theo K. Marne. 89. formerly 04 Kutsey and Murray. dad
Seedily. Jose 25. 1995. at 2.15 p.m. at Rotate Mountaut Nursing
Caster. Phonua. Ariz.
Her hasined. Clay Manse. died as 1982. She was a member ol
Untie Grove Church of Christ.
Bora June 3. 1906, at Korksey. she was the daughter of the late A.B
Fathom and Owe Lee Beach Fulton.
Survivors awls& one daughter. Mn. Virginia Dell RaIdlati and
husband. Pete. Scottsdale. Am.; one son Charles Hayden Marine and

LEXlMiTO". Ks
Tracy
Leigh Pers inc. a graduating
senior of Murra High School.
has received Transyl.ania Unascrsit?'s William T Young
Scholarship
She is one of 25 high school
seniors with exceptional academic and leadership records to
receive the top scholarship She
is the daughter of Rotten and
Teresa Per-sine of Murray.
The scholars program is named
in honor of the chairman of the
University •s board of trustees and
Lexington ci.ic leader and
businessman W11114121 T Young
The awards arc based on merit
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wife. Grace. Mt. Airy. Md.; eight grandchildren; eight stepgreat
grandchildren; one istepgreat-grandchikl.

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements

The funeral for Mrs. Stacey Morrow Lockhart was Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Benton Church of Clinic John Dale, Gene Gillian(' and Christ
Dempsey officiated.
Burial was in Benton Cemetery with arrangements by Collier Funeral Home of Benton.
Mrs. Lockhart, 28, Nashville, Tenn., died Friday. June 23. 1995.
from injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Interstate 24 scout 4.4
miles Can Of Grand Riven.
She was member of Bellview Church of Christ. Nashville.
Survivors include her husband, Jay Lockhart, one daughter. Lindsay
Lockhart. and one son, Parker Lockhart, Nashville; her parents. Paul
and Nancy Morrow, and one sister, Stephanie Reynolds. Benton; her
grandparents. Dr. C.G. and Ann Gallamore Morrow, Benton. and Carlton and Mary Park. Columbia. Tenn.; her great-grandmother, Mrs.
Orna Gallamore, Benton; her parents-in-law. Jay and Arlene Lockhart.
Tyler, Texas, formerly of Murray.

A mernonal ser.kC for DT Adam Buchanan Lanning III was Sunday at 6 p m in the chapel of Blalock -Coleman Funeral Horne Family
members and friends were speakers Burial was in Forest Hill Cemetery. Memphis. Tenn
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made by
donating to the Mayan Village Fund. Li° Dr Frank Elwell. Department of Socaolog). Murray State Uni.ersity. Murray. KY 42071
Dr Lanning III. 65. South 13th Sue-CL Murray. died Wednesday.
June 21. 1995. at 607 pm at Murray -Calloway Count) Hospital

Private graveside services for Nat John Houston were Saturday at
11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.
Mr. Houston, 73, died March 15, 1995, at his home in Pensacola.

.,The funeral for Paul 9.11SOCI
11.111 be toda) at 2 p.m. at
Mt Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. klurra The Re. R T Pullens
will officiate
Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill Freewill Baptist Church Cerneter„Alrno. with arrangements
Mund Funeral Home. Paducah.
Mr Stubblefickl. 55. Warren. Mich formerly of Calloway County,
died Sunda. June la. It>95. at Bi-Count Hospital. Warren. Mich.
Sursi.iles include three daughters. Sheila Napier. Columbus. Ohio.
Tina Stubblefield. Murral.. and Joyce Wilson. Delaware. Ohio; one
sister. Carolyn Jones. Paducah. three brothers. Larry Stubblefield,
John Stubblefield Sr. and Jimmie Stubblefield. all of Almo.

1.46 •

A retired machinist for McDonnell/Douglas Air Craft, he was a
longtime resident of Long Beach, Calif., before moving to Floria. He
was of Baptist faith and an active volunteer for Hospice and YMCA.
His wife, Mrs. Evelyn Houston, preceded him in death. Born in
Murray, he was the son of the late Hilman H. Houston and Eula Donna Lassiter Houston.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Leda Caylor and husband,
Keith, Kevil, and Ps. Pamela Thompson, Baltimore, Md.; three grandchildren, Michael Caylor. Laura Robles and David Robles; one sister,
Mrs. Ann Houston Harvey and husband, Harry, Pensacola, Fla.; two
nieces, Ms. Donna Harvey Porto. Branford, Conn., and Mrs. Leslie
Ann Harvey Weisser and husband, Stephen, Philadelphia, Pa.; one
nephew, Bill Harvey and wife, Anne, Purcellville, Va.; one greatniece, Rachel Ann Harvey, and one great-nephew, Samuel Weisser.
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CON 1 PRECARE WELCON1EN

ompreCare, Western
C
Kentucky's first managed
care organization, is a
health provider network
that keep employees of
regional businesses healthy
and on the job.
CompreCare has
nearly 200 doctors
representing 31 medical

specialties throughout
Western Kentucky and
Southern Illinois. Plus,
several regional hospitals
participate in the
CompreCare Alliance.
To find out how
CompreCare can help
your company,call
(5)2)441-4198.
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and co.er tuition and the general
fee - a value in excess of
S50,000 o.er a four-year period.
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Made in the U.S.A.
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WALLPAPER
Buy 2 Rolls - Get 3rd Roll
For A PENNY
In Stock

BORDER

Would You Invest $500.00?
Opportunity for "Ground Floor" Investors!
All Is Legal - Not A Pyramid.

Golden
*
Apple, LP
__

The purpose of Golden Apple
is to produce and distribute, selfteaching subjects on videos.
C D- Roma. and Printed Lessons.
The first series is Art of Speed

Reading. elementary through college.

Marketing plans are to enter 240 plus Metro City Mans
Each mau serves the public as Leaminly
Distribution Center
Each Center Provides
*In House %nails
-Headquarters toe 40 Plus Salesmen

throughout USA

•Teadong Classes and Somnars
'TV Ads Using 1100 Number
Your investment is to further advance producing the Videos,

CD-Rorns. and Printed Lessons
Investors May Choose The Following
I Need 50 Inweelers at II500.00 Each First mar operasori tin *midway sax*
shows ream or ain125.00 2nd year doubles
2 Need 50 Investors 11 11.000 Eacn 1st Year EarneNgs $21.250.00 2nd Yea,
Doubles
3 1460040 le.vemes al 12.500.00 Each 1st Year Rouen,133,121.00 2nd Year
Double,
4 Need 20 In...0'w' at $300000 Eac.et lit Yaw Rowena S104210.00 2nd Yew
Nubia.
Location For Next Meeting: Shoney's Restaurant

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
Wednesday, June 26
Presentation at 7 p.m. 64_11.111.
For more Information call: (1-800-7994535)"

MoorGlo - MoorLife
MoorGard
Moore's House Paint
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